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Pion production in nonequilibrium chiral perturbation theory
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~Received 15 March 2001; published 12 June 2001!

We apply the formalism of chiral perturbation theory out of thermal equilibrium to describe explosive
production of pions via the parametric resonance mechanism. To lowest order the Lagrangian is that of the
nonlinear sigma model where the pion decay constant becomes a time-dependent function. This model allows
for a consistent nonequilibrium formulation within the framework of the closed time path method, where
one-loop effects can be systematically accounted for and renormalized. We work in the narrow resonance
regime where there is only one resonant band. The pion distribution function is peaked around the resonant
band where the number of pions grow exponentially in time. The present approach is limited to remain below
the back-reaction time, although it accounts for nearly all the pion production during the typical plasma
lifetime. Our results agree with the analysis performed in theO(4) model. The space and time components
f p

s,t(t) are also analyzed. To one loopf p
s Þ f p

t unlike the equilibrium case and their final central values are
lower than the initial ones. This effect can be interpreted in terms of a reheating of the plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium quantum field theory has attracted co
siderable attention over the past decade, partially motiva
by the experiments on relativistic heavy ion collisions. T
ultimate goal of such experiments is to describe the prop
ties of the QCD phase diagram and the quark-gluon pla
~QGP! from the observation of the final hadronic spect
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider~RHIC! at BNL, which
is already running, will reach energy densities high enou
to confirm the very promising results obtained at the CE
Super Proton Synchrotron~SPS! during the last few years
indicating the existence of the QGP@1#. For a recent update
of both theoretical and experimental results in this area
@2#. A lot of theoretical effort has been put into trying t
understand the various properties of the QCD phase diag
in different ranges of temperatures and densities in ther
equilibrium. In addition, there are many aspects of the n
equilibrium behavior of the plasma which are not fully u
derstood. In the standard picture of the collision@3,4# the
plasma formed in the central rapidity region cools down v
rapidly, reaching approximate local thermal equilibriu
During the subsequent expansion, the temperature scal
chiral phase transition and deconfinement are crossed
hadrons are produced. In this regime, observables dep
only on proper time approximately, in the central region. T
expansion goes on until the final freeze-out of hadrons.
typical plasma lifetime during which nonequilibrium effec
are important and most of the final hadrons are produce
about 10 fm/c.

A possible scenario to explain the observed final had
distributions is that where strong fluctuations of the pi
field are formed during the chiral phase transition, giving r
to the so called disoriented chiral condensates~DCC! @5#.
These were suggested originally as misaligned vacuum
gions where the chiral field is pointing out in a differe
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direction in isospin space from that where the vacuum
pectation value of the pion field vanishes. Ideally, one wo
have misaligned regions of observable size, with only neu
~or only charged! pions. If such regions were formed, on
would observe large clusters of pions emitted coheren
from the plasma as the pion field relaxes to the norm
vacuum @6#. This kind of behavior is indeed observed
Centauro events in cosmic ray experiments@7#. A clear sig-
nal for DCC formation has not yet been observed in RH
experiments@8#. However, it seems that one has to meas
higher order pion correlation functions in order to identify
pure DCC signal which is not masked by other effects@9,10#
so that the search will continue at BNL. Other observa
consequences of DCC-like configurations would be an
hancement of dilepton and photon production@11,12# and a
modification of the effectivep0→gg vertex @13#. In any
case, pion production within the energy scales of the ch
symmetry provides a natural framework for hadronizati
@14#.

Thus, one should be able to describe nonequilibrium p
nomena such as large pion production, from the microsco
theory governing the relevant degrees of freedom. At
energy scales where the chiral symmetry plays a predo
nant role~below 1 GeV! QCD is nonperturbative and on
has to use an effective Lagrangian which describes satis
torily the microscopic meson dynamics. Such a theory m
incorporate the QCD symmetries and the chiral spontane
symmetry breaking~SSB! pattern. In this picture the Nambu
Goldstone bosons~NGB! are the lightest mesons (p, K, h)
and the masses of the light quarks are meant to be tre
perturbatively. One possible choice is simply theO(N)
model where the fundamental fields areN21 pions and the
s, and the potential has the typical SSB shape. However,
should bear in mind that this model becomes nonperturba
in the coupling constant at low energies so that it is impe
tive to perform alternative expansions such as largeN. On
the other hand, theO(N) model shares the QCD chiral sym
metry breaking pattern only forN54, so that it is not able to
incorporate kaons and etas.
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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A. GÓMEZ NICOLA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
An alternative approach is an effective theory built as
infinite sum of terms with increasing number of derivative
only in terms of the NGB fields. The nonlinear sigma mod
~NLSM! is the lowest order action one can write down in th
expansion. Higher order corrections come both from NG
loops and higher order Lagrangians and can be renorma
order by order in energies, yielding finite predictions for t
meson observables. The unknown coefficients, which enc
all the information on the underlying theory, absorb the lo
infinities and their finite part can be fitted to experiment. T
framework constitutes the so called chiral perturbat
theory~ChPT! @15,16# which provides a well-defined pertur
bative expansion in terms ofp/Lx , wherep stands generi-
cally for any meson energy scale of the theory~masses, ex-
ternal momenta, temperature and so on! and the chiral scale
Lx.1.2 GeV ~see@17,18# for a review!. One of the many
advantages of this scheme is that it can be extended from
SU(2) chiral symmetry~only p fields! to SU(3) with K and
h. The ChPT formalism has also been applied in therm
equilibrium to analyze various properties of the low tempe
ture meson gas@19–21#.

In the context of nonequilibrium chiral dynamics, tw
possible scenarios for pion production and DCC format
have been proposed: the first one takes place in the e
stages of the plasma evolution. Roughly speaking, afte
very rapid cooling the chiral field is at the top of the classi
potential in the chirally broken phase. As the field ro
down, long wavelength modes grow exponentially~spinodal
instabilities! and this behavior is responsible for the enhan
ment of DCC’s. There have been several approaches in
literature to implement this idea in theO(4) model
@6,22,23#. Typically, the pion distribution function is peake
at low momenta, being different from a thermal distributi
@23# whereas the pion densities and DCC sizes predicted
aroundnp.0.2 fm23 and 1.5–2 fm respectively. The secon
suggestion is based on the parametric resonance mecha
@14# and inherits the idea from inflationary reheating@24#.
The analysis in the spinodal regime shows that the tim
takes for the field to roll down to the bottom is very sho
compared with the total plasma lifetime. Thus, in the pa
metric resonance approach, thes field is oscillating around
the minimum of the potential in a later stage of the plas
evolution. Those oscillations transfer energy to the p
modes, giving rise to pion solutions exponentially growing
time via parametric resonance. Typically, the unstable mo
develop in bands in momentum space and the more im
tant resonance band is centered atk.ms/2 @9,25#. The DCC
sizes in this approach can be as large as 5 fm@26# and recent
calculations show that strong charge-neutral correlation
parametric resonance can be used to identify a pure D
signal @9#. Furthermore, the reheating process yields pred
tions for the final hadronization temperature compatible w
the observations@14#. One must stress that both approach
are complementary and in fact the initial conditions need
for the parametric resonance correspond to the final stag
the rolling down solution. A very detailed analysis of bo
regimes in the context of theO(N) model can be found in
@27#.
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The purpose of this work is to explore pion production
parametric resonance within the ChPT framework, as
complementary analysis to theO(4) model. We will show
that within this formalism one can also describe regio
where the number of pions and the pion correlator grow
ponentially. The main advantages of the ChPT approach
that one can follow a consistent perturbative treatment wh
is renormalizable order by order and that it can be exten
to three flavors. Besides, one is dealing only with NG
fields, although we will show how the pion production ca
be understood in terms of thes field evolution in theO(4)
model. This method is best suited for the stage of the plas
expansion where the system is well into the broken phas
the chiral symmetry. This is precisely the regime where pa
metric resonance takes place.

We will build on a previous work@28#, where we have
analyzed the extension of ChPT out of thermal equilibriu
In that work it has been shown that the power counting a
renormalization program can be consistently implemen
also at nonequilibrium. In turn, the present analysis will p
vide a particular example where it will be shown explicit
how the chiral power counting and renormalization progr
work, yielding predictions for physical observables. The k
idea is to make use of the derivative expansion consiste
implemented in ChPT in order to study the system not
from equilibrium. For that purpose, the nonequilibrium d
namics is encoded effectively in the parameters of the mo
To leading order and assuming a spatially homogeneous
tem, we let the pion decay constant be time dependent.
function acts as an external force on the pion degrees
freedom. It is important to bear in mind that a self-consist
treatment should amount to incorporate the full hydrodyna
ics of both the fluid and pion modes@29#. In the present
approach we will concentrate only on the influence of t
expansion on the meson dynamics. This is a similar situa
as considering a quantum field theory~QFT! in the presence
of an external curved background space-time@30#. In that
case, it makes sense under certain conditions to ignore
back-reaction effect of the matter fields in the metric. Sim
larly, we will see that for the time scales relevant for pio
production it is reasonable to ignore those effects and t
the influence of the expanding plasma as external.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we w
review the nonequilibrium ChPT and its relationship
curved space-time QFT, which will be crucial in what fo
lows. The parametric resonance approach in its simpler
sion will be discussed in Sec. III, while Secs. IV and V w
be devoted to analyze the effects of parametric resonanc
two different observables: the pion decay functions and
pion number respectively. The latter is the most relevant
servable as far as pion production is concerned whereas
former will allow us to estimate the time scale when t
back-reaction effects become important as well as the fi
temperature by that time. In both cases we will calculate
to one-loop in ChPT, paying particular attention to renorm
ization. In addition, in Sec. V the definition of particle num
ber we will use and its relationship with the energ
momentum tensor are discussed. Our conclusions
summarized in Sec. VI. We have included two appendi
1-2
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PION PRODUCTION IN NONEQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
collecting some useful results about the Mathieu equa
and curved space-time QFT respectively.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL PERTURBATION
THEORY

A. The NLSM out of thermal equilibrium

The chiral Lagrangian to lowest order is the nonline
sigma model~NLSM!, which contains two derivatives of th
fields. In the chiral limit, where the mass of the light quar
is set to zero, the NLSM only contains one energy param
f . To lowest order,f is nothing but the pion decay consta
f 5 f p.93 MeV (f Þ f p to higher orders!. Consistently, our
nonequilibrium model will be the NLSM wheref is replaced
by a time-dependent functionf (t). This function acts as an
external field encoding the time evolution of the system
for instance, the expansion of the plasma formed afte
RHIC in proper time. As for the initial conditions we wil
assume that the system is in thermal equilibrium before so
initial time (t50 for convenience! at the temperatureTi

5b i
21 . This is an important simplification from the point o

view of the nonequilibrium path-integral formulation. In fac
one can formulate the generating functional for the real-ti
Green functions by extending the time arguments to the c
tour C in the complex plane shown in Fig. 1. This is a
extension of the closed time path technique@31# for nonequi-
librium field theory, where the inclusion of the imaginar
time leg is a consequence of the choice of equilibrium ini
conditions@32#. Thus,f (t<0)5 f , and the functionf (t) rep-
resents an external force switched on att50 and driving the
system out of equilibrium. Note that we choose that dep
ture to be instantaneous and thenf (t) cannot be analytical a
t50. Nevertheless, it is natural to expect that these res
tions on the initial conditions do not influence very much t
physical results for longer times, especially if the system
not far from equilibrium.

Thus, our starting point will be the following nonequilib
rium NLSM action:

S2@U#5E
C
d4x

f 2~ t !

4
tr ]mU†~xW ,t !]mU~xW ,t ! ~1!

where*Cd4x5*Cdt*d3xW . We will restrict here to the case o
two light quark flavors~i.e, the NGB are only the pions! and
henceU(x)PSU(2). In addition, we will be interested only
in the chiral limit i.e., massless pions. Thus, we are not

FIG. 1. The contourC in complex timet. The linesC1 andC2

run betweent i1 i e and t f1 i e and t f2 i e and t i2 i e respectively,
with e→01.
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Note that the action~1! is chiral invariant@U→LUR† where
L,R are constantSU(2) matrices# by construction, which
will play an important role in what follows. As it is custom
ary, U(x) is parametrized in terms of the pion fieldspa(xW ,t)
as

U~xW ,t !5
1

f ~ t !
$@ f 2~ t !2p2~xW ,t !#1/2I 1 i tapa~xW ,t !%

whereI is the 232 identity matrix,ta are the Pauli matrices
p25papa and pa(t i2 ib i)5pa(t i) is the equilibrium
@Kubo-Martin-Schwinger~KMS!# boundary condition, with
t i,0. As we will show below, the physics does not depe
on the choice oft i .

It is useful to recall that the NLSM can be viewedto
lowest orderas anO(4) model subject to the constraints2

1p25 f 2. The same applies to the nonequilibrium case a
therefore we can think off (t) as the lowest order expectatio
value of the s field in the O(4) model, which has not
reached its equilibrium value yet.

With the NLSM one can predict the very low energy b
havior of pion observables such as the pion decay consta
the pion scattering amplitude, which agree with the curr
algebra predictions. However, to go beyond the lowest ord
one has to consider pion loops. Thanks to Weinberg po
counting theorem@15# we know that the loop diagrams are o
the same order as Lagrangians with more derivatives of
pion fields. In fact, it can be shown explicitly that the~unde-
termined! coefficients of such Lagrangians absorb all po
sible UV divergences coming from the loops and hence
gets finite and scale-independent predictions for the pion
servables.

In the present case, we need an extra ingredient to
power counting, namely, the time derivatives of the functi
f (t). We will take

ḟ ~ t !

f ~ t !
.O~p!,

f̈ ~ t !

f ~ t !
,
@ ḟ ~ t !#2

f 2~ t !
.O~p2! ~2!

and so on. In this sense, one remains close to equilibri
The rest of the power counting is the usual one, i.e., ev
derivative of the pion field isO(p) and every pion loop
introduces an extraO(p2). Other than being subject to th
conditions~2!, we will let f (t) be arbitrary. However, in this
work we shall discuss howf (t) can be chosen consistent
with physical results such as pion production.

Let us now expand the NLSM action to lowest order
the pion fields. Using the boundary conditions, we can in
grate by parts and write, to second order in the pion field

S2@p#52
1

2EC
d4xpa~xW ,t !@h1m2~ t !#pa~xW ,t !1•••

~3!

wherem2(t)52 f̈ (t)/ f (t). That is, the model accommodate
a time-dependent pion mass term,withoutbreaking explicitly
the chiral symmetry~unlike a physical pion mass term!. This
1-3
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A. GÓMEZ NICOLA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
is an important feature of this model, since it suggests
interesting connection with a QFT in the presence of an
ternal curved space-time background. We will discuss
point in detail in Sec. II C. Before that, let us analyze t
main properties of the leading order two-point function~the
propagator! arising from the above NLSM action.

B. The leading order propagator

The two-pion correlation function is iGab(x,x8)
5^TCpa(xW ,t)pb(xW8,t8)&, whereTC indicates time ordering
along the contourC. Note that, from isospin invariance, w
can write justGab(x,x8)5dabG(x,x8). Besides, by spatia
translation invariance the two-point function depends o
on xW2xW8. This is not true for the time coordinates due to t
nonequilibrium time dependence in the Lagrangian.

There are four different types of propagator depending
the relative position oft and t8, namely,G11, G12 and so on
@4#. Instead of writing all the combinations explicitly, w
shall keep the condensed notation of time ordering withTC
defining the natural extensionsuC , dC and so on. Thus, from
Eq. ~3!, the leading orderG0(x,x8) is a solution of the dif-
ferential equation

$] t
21k21m2~ t !%G0~ t,t8,k!52dC~ t2t8! ~4!

whereG0(t,t8,k) is the Fourier transform in the space coo
dinates only andk25ukW u2.

As for the boundary conditions, thermal equilibrium f
t,0 means that we have to impose KMS boundary con
tions at the imaginary-time leg in Fig. 1@4#. That is, defining

G~ t,t8,k!5G.~ t,t8,k!uC~ t2t8!1G,~ t,t8,k!uC~ t82t !,

~5!

the KMS boundary conditions read

G0
.~ t i2 ib i ,t8,k!5G0

,~ t i ,t8,k!. ~6!

The general solution to the differential equation~4! with the
boundary conditions~6! can be constructed for all th
branches of the contour in terms of two particular solutio
h1,2(t,k) to the homogeneous equation@33#:

$] t
21k21m2~ t !%hi~ t,k!50, i 51,2, ~7!

such that their Wronskian

W~ t,k![ḣ1~ t,k!h2~ t,k!2h1~ t,k!ḣ2~ t,k!Þ0. ~8!

It is important to remark that the general solutio
G0(t,t8,k) must be continuous and differentiable in the tim
coordinates so that it is uniquely defined. Thus, in our c
we demand thathi(t,k) for t.0 and their first derivative
match the equilibrium solutions att50. Note that, since Eq
~7! does not containḣ terms, one can have solutionshi(t,k)
which are continuous and differentiable att50 even though
the functionm2(t) may be not continuous, as long asm2(t)
and the solutions exist;t. This will be the case here, as w
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will see below. Sincem2(t,0)50, two independent equi
librium solutions are given fort,0 by

h1
eq~ t,k!5

i

A2k
e2 ikt; h2

eq~ t,k!5
1

A2k
eikt, ~9!

which we have normalized so thatWeq(t,k)51. It is not
difficult to see that continuity and differentiability att50
imply thatW(t,k)51 also fort.0. On the other hand, sinc
m2(t) is real, if h1(t) is a solution to Eq.~7!, so it is h2(t)
5 ih1* (t), whereW(t)51 if it matches the equilibrium solu
tion at t50.

We shall be dealing here with real time evolution for po
tive time coordinates and therefore, unless otherwise sta
we will be interested inG11 only. In that case, we will sup-
press the ‘‘11’’ superscript for simplicity. Nonetheless,
should be borne in mind that in the loop integrals there
contributions from all the branches of the contour@28#.

Thus, the solution forG0
11 is given by@33#

iG0~ t,t8,k!5h1~ t,k!h1* ~ t8,k!u~ t2t8!

1h1* ~ t,k!h1~ t8,k!u~ t82t !1nB~k!

3@h1~ t,k!h1* ~ t8,k!1h1* ~ t,k!h1~ t8,k!#

~10!

wheret andt8 are both positive and the boundary conditio
at t50 imply

h1~ t501,k!5
i

A2k
; ḣ1~ t501,k!5Ak

2
~11!

where the dot meansd/dt. The dependence with the initia
temperature appears through the Bose-Einstein distribu
function

nB~k!5
1

eb i k21
. ~12!

In different parts of this work we will need the two-poin
function evaluated at the same space-time points:

G0~ t ![G0~x,x!

5E dd21k

~2p!d21
G0~ t,t,k!

5
2

GS d21

2 D ~4p!(d21)/2
E

0

`

dkkd22G0~ t,t,k!

~13!

where the equal-time correlator in momentum space re
from Eq. ~10!:

iG0~ t,t,k!5@112nB~k!#uh1~ t,k!u2. ~14!
1-4
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Because of the loss of time translation invariance,G0(t) is a
time-dependent quantity. Besides, it may be UV diverg
and, therefore, we will use dimensional regularization~DR!
with d the space-time dimension, which is a suitable regu
ization scheme as far as chiral Lagrangians are conce
@16–18#.

C. Renormalization and curved space-time

Once we have defined our nonequilibrium power cou
ing, we can apply ChPT to calculate the time evolution of
observables. In doing so, we must pay special attention
renormalization. The fact that there is a time-dependent m
term indicates that there can be new time-dependent in
ties in the chiral loops. For instance, in standard ChPT w
a nonzero pion mass, the tadpoles renormalizing the p
propagator to lowest order yield the usual infinities prop
tional to mp

2 in dimensional reduction~DR!. These infinities
are absorbed by two counterterms proportional tomp

2 in the
fourth order Lagrangian@16#. We expect similar divergen
contributions here proportional tom2(t). However, we are
working in the chiral limit and therefore we are not allowe
to introduce the above mentioned counterterms. Otherw
we would break explicitly the chiral symmetry. Hence, w
should be able to construct the most general fourth or
action, which in particular has to include new terms~and
hence new low-energy constants! to cancel those extra diver
gences, preserving exactly the chiral symmetry.

There is a natural way to find thisO(p4) Lagrangian,
using a very fruitful analogy: the action~1! can be written as
a NLSM on a curved space-time background correspond
to a spatially flat Robertson-Walker~RW! metric, with scale
factora(t)5 f (t)/ f . For that purpose it is more convenient
work in terms of rescaled fieldsp̃a(xW ,t)5pa(xW ,t)/a(t).
Hence,U5@( f 22p̃2)1/2I 1 i tap̃a#/ f and we can write the
action ~1! as

S2@U#5E
C
d4x

f 2

4
A2ggmn tr ]mU†~xW ,t !]nU~xW ,t ! ~15!

where the metricgmn is nothing but the spatially flat RW
metric with line elementds25a2(t)@dt22dxW2# in conformal
time t @30# andg[detg52a8(t).

With our chiral power counting, it is straightforward t
assign the chiral order of the covariant tensors constru
from the metric. For instance, the Ricci tensorRmn is O(p2)
and so is the Ricci scalarR5gmnRmn , and so on. Explicit
expressions for these tensors and other useful results for
metric are collected in Appendix B. An important point
this formulation is that we are considering the so called m
mal coupling of the matter fields with the metric. That is, w
are discarding possible couplings between the pion fields
R(x) to O(p2), such asjR(x)tr(U1U†). The reason is tha
we want to preserve chiral invariance, which would be b
ken by those terms@34#. Thus, in this language,m2(t) in Eq.
~3! represents the minimal coupling with the RW metric p
serving chiral invariance.
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Therefore, we have a systematic way to construct the n
equilibrium Lagrangian to any order. We just have to inclu
all possible terms consistent with the chiral symmetry, co
tracting indices covariantly with the metricgmn(x). In par-
ticular, toO(p4) it reads@34#

S4@U,g,R#5E
C
d4xA2g†L4@U,g#

2~L11Rgmn1L12R
mn!tr ]mU†]nU‡ ~16!

where L4@U,g# stands for the standard~equilibrium! La-
grangian@16# with indices raised and lowered with thegmn

metric and the rest are newO(p4) invariant couplings with
R(x) andRmn(x) in the chiral limit. These are the new term
we need, whereL11 andL12 are the new coupling constant
We are following the notation of@34#, where this Lagrangian
was first considered to study the energy-momentum tenso
QCD at low energies.1 The same Lagrangian has been us
in the context of pion hard exclusive production@36#. In @34#
it has been shown that in order to cancel the one-loop infi
ties,L11 has to be renormalized as

L115L11
r ~m!1

1

6

md24

16p2 F 1

d24
2

1

2
~ log 4p2g11!G

~17!

with d the space-time dimension,g the Euler constant andm
the renormalization scale.L11

R (m) is finite and depends onm
so that the combination in the right-hand side~RHS! of Eq.
~17! remains scale-independent. On the other hand,L12 is
finite. Their numerical values can be obtained from the
perimental information on the QCD energy-momentum fo
factors. They yieldL12.22.731023 and L11

r (m51 GeV)
.1.431023. We will use these same values here since th
possible nonequilibrium corrections are of higher order
our analysis.

Thus in our case we have to replace in Eq.~16! the RW
metric. After expanding in thepa fields and partial integra-
tion we have

S4@p,g#52
1

2EC
d4xpa@ f 1~ t !] t

22 f 2~ t !¹21m1
2~ t !#pa

1O~p4! ~18!

with

f 1~ t !5212F ~2L111L12!
f̈ ~ t !

f 3~ t !
2L12

@ ḟ ~ t !#2

f 4~ t !
G

1The terms withL11 and L12 in Eq. ~16! differ in a global sign
from those in@34#. The reason is that we are following here th
convention in@35# for the Riemann tensor, namelyRbgd

a 5]dGbg
a

2•••, whereGbg
a are the Christoffel symbols~see Appendix B!

whereas in@34# the convention forRbgd
a is reversed in sign. For the

same reason, every term proportional toL11 or L12 here has its sign
changed with respect to those in@28#.
1-5
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f 2~ t !524F ~6L111L12!
f̈ ~ t !

f 3~ t !
1L12

@ ḟ ~ t !#2

f 4~ t !
G

m1
2~ t !52F f 1~ t ! f̈ ~ t !1 ḟ 1~ t ! ḟ ~ t !

f ~ t !
1

1

2
f̈ 1~ t !G . ~19!

The above Lagrangian should take care of the nonequ
rium infinities we might find in the pion two-point function
As far as this work is concerned, these are the only infini
we will have to renormalize.

In the following sections we will concentrate on a partic
lar case forf (t) ~or the scale factor if we use the curve
space time terminology! which is of physical relevance a
the simplest approximation producing a large number of c
related pions. In addition, this example will allow us to te
explicitly the cancellation of the~new! nonequilibrium in-
finities appearing in the observables considered.

III. PARAMETRIC RESONANCE
AND PION PRODUCTION

A. The parametric resonance approach

It is clear that our approach will be useful in a stage of
plasma evolution when the departure from equilibrium is
the same order as the meson energies. Hence, as far as
production is concerned, we are in the parametric resona
regime. Let us briefly review some of the ideas behind pa
metric resonance in theO(4) model @14,27,9#. In the last
stage of the field evolution, thes field is oscillating near the
true vacuum and those oscillations have relatively small a
plitude @23#. Following a semiclassical approach, one c
split thes field ass(xW ,t)5s0(t)1ds(xW ,t) wheres0(t) is a
time-dependenthomogeneous classical background, solut
of the equations of motion to leading order in the amplitu
whereasds includes next to leading order corrections a
quantum fluctuations. One can proceed perturbatively aro
the classical solutions0(t). In a first approximation, quan
tum fluctuations of both thes and the pions can be ne
glected. Thus, if thes field is oscillating around the potentia
minimum s5 f and the amplitude of the oscillationsq is
small, one can solve the equations of motion perturbativ
in q. To leading order the equations of motion for thes and
the pions decouple from each other and one simply g
s0(t)/ f 512(q/2)@sin(mst1w)2sinw# where ms is the s
mass,w is an arbitrary phase and we have chosen the in
conditions so that the field is at the bottom of the poten
for t50, consistently with our choice of the initial equilib
rium state. Neglecting the pion correlations is equivalen
state that̂ p2&! f 2. If the first order solution is inserted int
the equations of motion to next to leading order, the pio
satisfy a Mathieu equation. The importance of this equat
is that it has solutions exponentially growing in time f
certain bands in momentum space. This is the essence o
parametric resonance mechanism, which even in this sim
classical picture is consistent with hadronization@14#. The
parametric resonance idea is directly imported from reh
ing and preheating in inflationary cosmology@24#, where the
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small q approach is called the narrow resonance limit
reasons to become clear below.

The approach described in the previous paragraph is
crudest one can follow in this context, although it reproduc
the main features of parametric resonance. One can refi
in several ways. First, neglecting the pion correlations
keeping the NLO terms in thes amplitude leads to a Lame´
equation instead of the Mathieu equation@27,26#. As it is
emphasized in@27#, the difference is not only quantitative
but the resonance structure is also different. As for the
portance of pion correlations, one must bear in mind that
is a matter of time scales. Such correlations grow expon
tially in time until eventually they reach the same order
magnitude as thes term. As it is customary, we will refer to
that time scale as the back-reaction time, so that, typic
^p2&(tBR); f 2. The name is again inherited from Cosmolog
where the back-reaction describes the modifications of
metric or the inflaton field due to quantum fluctuations of t
matter fields@24,30#. It is clear that fort>tBR , pion corre-
lations must be included self-consistently in the dynamics
the s field. In O(N) models this usually requires numeric
simulations. For instance, in the largeN limit it has been
shown that, when the back-reaction is properly accoun
for, pion correlations are responsible for thedampingof the
s field from tBR onwards and, more importantly, this diss
pation stops the exponential growth in the pion numb
@27,37#. A different story though is that one can interpret th
process as thermalization, or in other words, that the fi
particle spectrum is thermal. In fact, that is not the case w
pion amplification occurs@23#. Thus, in practice, all the in-
teresting physics associated with pion production in param
ric resonance takes place before the back-reaction time
nally, a word must be said about the quantum correction
the s field, which can be treated semiclassically@9#. In the
narrow resonance approach, the evolution of the pion fl
tuations is influenced only by terms linear ins0(t) and the
dynamics of thes fluctuations is not important for pion pro
duction, since the width of the resonance band for thes is
negligible with respect to that of the pions. Thus, the esse
of the exponential growing of pion fluctuations is n
changed qualitatively by including quantum corrections
ds.

At this point, let us establish the connection with o
present ChPT approach. Our philosophy will be to work o
consistently the simplest choice forf (t) yielding parametric
resonance. For that purpose, it is useful to compare with
O(4) model. In the oscillatory regime~with small oscilla-
tions! one starts by keeping only the leading orders
;s0(t). In that limit and for small oscillations the NLSM is
nothing but theO(4) model subject top21s25s0

2(t). In
other words, we should take simply

f ~ t !5 f F12
q

2
sinMt G ~ t.0! ~20!

where we have chosenw50 so that

m2~ t !52~qM2/2!sinMt1O~q2!.
1-6
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PION PRODUCTION IN NONEQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
Note that with this choice, not onlyf (01)5 f but also
m2(01)50, i.e, bothf (t) andm2(t) match their equilibrium
values att50. This will play an important role in the analy
sis in Sec. III B.

Thus, we would use the NLSM model~1! with f (t) in Eq.
~20! if we were interested in describing pions out of equili
rium classically, for times where the back reaction is n
important and the plasma is in the broken phase. Then,
can calculate pion observables using ChPT, where the
fluctuations can be treated quantum mechanically in a c
sistent fashion. As a matter of fact, there is no need to inv
the O(4) model in the first place, since the NLSM is th
lowest order action compatible with all the symmetrie
driven out of equilibrium through the time dependence
f (t). For that reason, we have replaced the mass of the si
by M, an arbitrary mass parameter. However, we will s
below that in order to obtain numerical results compati
with the expected values for the plasma lifetime and p
production,M will be typically around the phenomenologic
values ofms used in theO(4) model. The advantage of ou
present approach is that we do not have to worry about
uncertainties related to thes particle.2

Let us be more precise now about the smallness ofq in
our approach. According to our previous discussion ab
the nonequilibrium chiral power counting, we should d
mand at least thatqM25O(p2) and so on. In this way, al
the O(p4) corrections will remain under control, as we w
see below. Note that, according to the discussion in the
vious paragraph, if we think ofM;ms , our chiral power
counting is equivalent toq5O(p2/Lx

2). It is important to
remark that in this work we shall restrict to one loop
ChPT, where we will see that the above power counting
consistent for the typical values ofM considered here. Going
beyond that could imply additional restrictions on the va
of M and the power counting. Before carrying on, we wou
like to summarize the assumptions and the limitations of
present approach:

~i! We are neglecting the possible back-reaction corr
tions to f (t) in Eq. ~20!. This is valid for times belowtBR ,
when the pion correlations are of the same order as the l
ing order, that is,̂ p2&(tBR); f 2. However, we will see in
Sec. IV that within our approach one canestimate tBR by
calculating the loop corrections tof p(t). Fortunately, as we
said before, nearly all the relevant nonequilibrium pion p
duction physics happens before that time. This limitat
comes from the fact that we are treatingf (t) as external,
similarly to quantum field theory in an external curve
space-time, as we have seen in Sec. II C. A self-consis
approach, analogous to treat also the metric quant
mechanically in a perturbative low-energy fashion would
very interesting but is out of the scope of this work.

2Thes mass is not very well determined. It ranges between 40
1200 MeV according to the latest Particle Data Group~PDG! data
@38#. It is not even clear that one can describe it as a particle.
instance, it shows up in pion-pion scattering in ChPT as a ra
broad resonance in theI 5J50 channel@39#.
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~ii ! We are assuming that the system is the late stag
the expansion, so that it makes sense to treat the amplitud
the oscillationsq as a small parameter~narrow resonance
approximation!. That means we will only retain the leadin
order inq and thus ignoreO(q2) corrections. This is consis
tent with ChPT to one-loop ifqM25O(p2). We will see that
this simplification amounts, among other things, to consi
the Mathieu equation for the pion modes.

~iii ! We shall restrict to one loop in ChPT, in the chir
limit and for the SU(2) chiral symmetry. As commente
before, the nature of the ChPT approach allows to extend
calculations including quark masses and three flavors.

B. Dimensional regularization of the LO propagator

According to the previous discussion, the different
equation ~7! becomes to leading order inq, the Mathieu
equation:

d2h1~z,k!

dz2
1@a~k!22q cos 2z#h1~z,k!50 ~21!

where z5Mt/22p/4, a(k)54k2/M2 and, without loss of
generality, we will takeq.0.

The solutions of the Mathieu equation are known a
tabulated. We have collected in Appendix A some use
results about this equation. For our purposes, the most
evant feature is that it admits unstable solutions expon
tially growing in time for certain values of the parametera.
This is the simplest version of the parametric resona
mechanism. The instabilities arise in bands ink, centered at
kn.nM/2, of width Dkn5O(qn) ~see Appendix A!. There-
fore, in the narrow resonance approximation we will ju
neglect the width of all the bands but the first one. A typic
unstable solution for the equal-time correlation functi
G0(t,t,k) has been plotted in Fig. 2 around the first band
a particular choice of the parameters. The solutions typic
oscillate with an exponentially growing amplitude inside t
unstable region. These will be the field configurations
sponsible for explosive pion production.

Our next step will be to analyze the equal-time correla
G0(t) in parametric resonance, separating its UV diverg

–

or
er

FIG. 2. Profile ofiMG0(t,t,k) for Ti5M /100 andq50.1. The
instability band for this case lies roughly betwee
0.47M,k,0.52M .
1-7
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part in DR. Therefore, we need to know the behavior
G0(t,t,k) in Eq. ~14! for large k. Since we are considerin
only one resonant band in momentum space thenG0(t,t,k)
is in the stable region for large enoughk. For smallq, the
analytic solution in the stable zone is given in Eq.~A6!. Let
us definek0 such that fork.k0(.M /2) one can simply take
q̃5q/@2(a21)# in Eq. ~A7!. As explained in Appendix A, it
is not difficult to estimate numerically the value ofk0 for a
given q. We have found thatk05M satisfies the above re
quirement within our approximation range forq<1. Never-
theless, we have checked that our results do not depen
the choice ofk0 as long ask0>M .

Thus, replacing the approximate solution~A6! in Eq.
~A5!, solving for the coefficientsA(k) andB(k) and replac-
ing the result in Eq.~14! we find, to leading order inq,

iG0~ t,t,k!5
1

2k
@112nB~k!#

3H 11
qM2

4

1

k22M2/4
FsinMt2

M

2k
sin 2ktG J

~22!

for k>k0. First, let us split thek integral in Eq.~13! as

E
0

`

5E
0

k0
1E

k0

`

. ~23!

The first piece is finite so that we can taked54 and use
either the asymptotic or numerical solutions for the Math
equation. In the second, which is UV divergent, we repla
the solution~22!. It is clear that the piece proportional to th
Bose-Einstein function is UV finite, sincenB(k) decreases
exponentially for largek. In addition, the integral of any
power of k is identically zero in DR, so that*k0

` dkkd235

2*0
k0dkkd23 and we can absorb that contribution into t

first piece in Eq.~23!.3 Therefore, let us write fort.0:

iG0~ t !5
Ti

2

12
2

qM2

32p2
I ~ t !1 iG0

div~ t !

1
1

2p2
H E

0

k0
dkk2F iG0~ t,t,k!2

1

2k
@112nB~k!#G

1
qM2

4 E
k0

`

dkknB~k!

sinMt2
M

2k
sin 2kt

k22M2/4
J ~24!

where we have separated explicitly the equilibrium contrib
tion which is just

3The above result can be understood formally in DR by tak
limm→0*k0

` kd21/(k21m2)52k0
d22/(d22).
01601
f

on

u
e

-

iG0
eq5

1

2p2E0

`

dkk
1

eb i k21
5

Ti
2

12
~25!

and the integral

I ~ t !5ME
k0

`

dk
sin 2kt

k22M2/4
~26!

is finite for t>0. It is important to point out that if we had
chosen a different phasew in f (t), as for instancef (t)
5 f @12(q/2)(cosMt21)#, we would have found a singula
behavior neart50. In fact, instead ofI (t) above, we would
have an integral which is finite fort.0 andd→4 but loga-
rithmic divergent in thet→01 limit. In this sense,t acts as a
natural regulator. This would not have been a limitation
our approach, since we are meant to observe the system
times such that thet50 effects are unimportant. In fact, w
have checked numerically that the influence of those term
irrelevant forMt*1. The behavior att50 is just a conse-
quence of our non-analytic approach, where the nonequ
rium effects appear instantaneously and is a well-kno
problem in nonequilibrium field theory. In fact, in@40# it has
been pointed out that it can be cured by a suitable choic
the initial state, which for a time-dependent mass te
amounts to takem2(01) equal to the initial mass. This is
exactly what we have done with our choice of phase in E
~20!, sincem2(01)50 in the chiral limit. Our results con-
firm the analysis in@40# from a completely different view-
point, namely working in path integral within the ChP
framework in the DR scheme.

The divergent part in Eq.~24! is given by

iG0
div~ t !5

sinMt

GS d21

2 D ~4p!(d21)/2

qM2

4 E
k0

`

dk
kd23

k22M2/4
.

~27!

We will proceed now to regularize this expression. W
have@41#

E
k0

`

dk
kd23

k22M2/4
5

k0
d24

42d 2F1F1,22
d

2
;32

d

2
;

M2

4k0
2G

5
~k0

22M2/4!(d24)/2

42d
1O~d24!, ~28!

which replaced in Eq.~27! yields

iG0
div~ t !52

qM2

32p2 H 2~k0
22M2/4!(d24)/2 sinMt

3F 1

d24
2

1

2
~ logp2g12!G1O~d24!J .

~29!
g

1-8
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PION PRODUCTION IN NONEQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
As we will see in detail in Sec. IV, we will be able t
renormalize this divergence in the low-energy constantL11
so that the answer for the observables is finite and s
independent. This means that the regularization of the ab
UV divergence is consistent.

IV. THE PION DECAY FUNCTIONS f p„t… TO ONE LOOP

The pion decay constant acquires one-loop correction
ChPT. Those corrections are finite and scale-indepen
once the contribution from theO(p4) Lagrangian is taken
into account@16#. The same will happen in our nonequilib
rium model, where the pion decay constant becomes a ti
dependent functionf p(t), which to tree level is justf (t). For
us, the importance of the calculation off p(t) is twofold:
first, it will provide an explicit check of consistency of ou
renormalization scheme. Second, it will help us to und
stand the time scales. In particular, the size of the loop c
rection will define the back-reaction time, when it equals
tree level contribution. For times well below that scale, o
approach remains perfectly valid and yields predictions
observables such asf p(t) and the pion number. As a matte
of fact, the same philosophy is followed at finite temperat
in equilibrium, where in the chiral limit@19#:

@ f p
2 ~T!#5 f 2S 12

T2

6 f p
2 D ~30!

with f p.93 MeV. Clearly, this result is valid only for tem
peratures belowT* 5A6 f p.228 MeV. In fact, even though
f p(T) is not a good order parameter for the chiral pha
transition@21#, it should decrease asT approaches the critica
temperatureTc . Therefore, the one-loop result~30! already
reproduces the correct qualitative behavior and indeed it
vides a reasonable estimateT* for the critical temperature
The T2 term in Eq. ~30! is nothing but the thermal pion
correlator^p2(0)& in the chiral limit in Eq.~25! and at tem-
peratures nearT* pion correlations are of the same size asf 2

@;^s2& in the O(4) model# so that higher order correction
become equally important.

We should bear in mind that the definition off p is subtle
even in thermal equilibrium. In fact, it is more convenient
define it as the residue of the axial-axial thermal spec
function ^TC@Am

a (x),Am
b (y)#& @21,42#, where Am

a (x) is the
axial current (a51,2,3), instead of using the PCAC theore
@17#. In this way, one avoids dealing with the reduction fo
mula and asymptotic states at finite temperature. In addit
it is important to bear in mind that, due to the loss of Lore
covariance in the thermal bath, one can define two differ
pion decay constantsf p

s and f p
t corresponding, respectively

to the space and time components of the axial current@43#.
In fact, the chiral symmetry imposes relations between th
and the in-medium pion dispersion law. If the chiral symm
try is exact~as it is in our case! pions remain massless bu
their velocityvp can be less than the speed of light and th
thermal width can be different from zero. The relation w
f p

s,t is given byvp.Ref p
s /Ref p

t , while the thermal width is
proportional to the imaginary parts off p

s and f p
t @43#. Nev-
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ertheless, to one loop in ChPT one has Imf p
s 5Im f p

t 50 and
f p

s 5 f p
t 5 f p(T) in Eq. ~30!. Beyond one loop, theO(T4)

velocity corrections are nonzero and have been calculate
ChPT @44,45#. The O(T4) corrections also appear in th
O(4) model to one loop@43#. As for the imaginary part, it is
also different from zero beyond one loop. The correspond
pion damping rate has also been calculated in@45#, in agree-
ment with previous analysis in the literature@46,47#. As we
are going to see, in the present model we will get a small
nonzero differencef p

s 2 f p
t to one-loop, unlike equilibrium,

which could be interpreted as a small nonequilibrium dev
tion for the pion velocity. The pion velocity plays also a
important role in the hydrodynamics of the chiral phase tr
sition @29#.

A. Nonequilibrium pion decay functions

All the above considerations forf p can be extended to
nonequilibrium. We refer to our earlier work@28# for further
details. The axial current from Eq.~1! reads

Am
a ~xW ,t !5 i

f 2~ t !

4
tr@ta~U†]mU2U]mU†!#. ~31!

As in equilibrium, there are two independentf p
s (t) and

f p
t (t). Their definitions are given in@28# consistently with

the Ward identities of chiral symmetry. To leading order
ChPT@tree level with the action~1!# one has to consider only
O(p) contributions when expanding theU fields in the axial
current~31! which yields, as it should,f p

s (t)5 f p
t (t)5 f (t) at

tree level.
To next-to-leading order~NLO! there are three differen

contributions tof p : the first one comes from the NLO cor
rections to the propagator. Such corrections are of two typ
one loop diagrams from theS2 action and tree level one
from S4 @diagrams~a! and ~b! in Fig. 3 respectively#. It is
important to bear in mind that in the calculation of diagra
~a! one has to integrate over all the branches of the contouC
in Fig. 1 and the result is independent oft i . Second, there is
another one-loop diagram involving the product of three p
fields at the same space-time point@diagram~c!# in Fig. 3
from the next order in the expansion of the axial curre
Finally, at the same order we have to take into account
the axial current in Eq.~31! is itself modified by the fourth
order Lagrangian in Eq.~16! as @11 f 1(t)#A0 and @1
1 f 2(t)#Aj with f 1(t) and f 2(t) in Eq. ~19!.

Once the different contributions have been taken into
count, the final result toO(p4) reads@28#

@ f p
s ~ t !#25 f 2~ t !@112 f 2~ t !2 f 1~ t !#22iG0~ t ! ~32!

@ f p
t ~ t !#25 f 2~ t !@11 f 2~ t !#22iG0~ t ! ~33!

FIG. 3. The different diagrams contributing to the pion dec
functions to NLO in ChPT.
1-9
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A. GÓMEZ NICOLA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
for t.0, with G0(t) the equal-time correlation function de
fined in Eq.~13!. The results~32!,~33! reproduce the equi
librium result in Eq.~30! when the time derivatives off (t)
are switched off andG0

eq is replaced by Eq.~25!.
As in standard ChPT, the loop corrections tof p come

directly from the equal time pion correlator, which is tim
dependent now. In addition, there areO(p4) tree level cor-
rections given by the terms proportional tof 1(t) and f 2(t).
In the chiral limit in equilibrium there are noO(p4) tree
level corrections becauseG0

eq is finite. However, at nonequi
librium G0(t) is UV divergent as we have seen in Sec.
and the counterterms proportional tof 1,2(t) are precisely
those needed to arrive to a finite answer. The above resu
f p(t) should be such that the total answer is finite and sc
independent becausef p is an observable. Thus, we should
able to absorb the UV infinities and the scale dependence~in
DR! in the new low-energy constantL11, as discussed in
Sec. II C. In addition, from Eqs.~32!,~33! and ~19! we see
that the difference@ f p

s (t)#22@ f p
t (t)#2 remainsfinite ~it de-

pends only onL12) so that the same renormalization is va
for f p

s (t) and f p
t (t), which is another consistency check.

fact, the above result yieldsf p
s (t)Þ f p

t (t) to one loop, unlike
the equilibrium case. Therefore, the plasma expansion
duces modifications in the pion velocity larger than in eq
librium. However, note that we are following the equilibriu
arguments given in@43# in order to relate a nonzero value fo
f p

s 2 f p
t with the in-medium pion velocity. Thus, our conclu

sions in this respect must be taken with care. In Sec. IV C
will come back to this point and give some numerical es
mates.

B. f p
s
„t… and f p

t
„t… in parametric resonance

Let us concentrate now in the parametric resonance
proach, withf (t) given in Eq.~20! and where we keep only
the leading order in the amplitude of the oscillationsq. The
loop contribution is given byG0(t), which we have analyzed
in detail in Sec. III. It will grow exponentially in time due to
explosive pion production, once the infinities have been s
ably subtracted, whereas the tree level correctionsf 1,2(t) re-
main bounded in time.

The first step is to show how the infinities cancel in t
final answer forf p(t). For that purpose, we replace in Eq
~32!,~33! the functionsf 1,2(t) in Eq. ~19! to leading order in
q. On the other hand, in Sec. III we have regularized
equal-time two-point function in DR. Its divergent diverge
part ford→4 is given in Eq.~29!. According to our previous
discussion, we should be able to absorb the divergent pa
L11. In fact, collecting the piece proportional toL11 in both
f p

s,t(t) ~remember that they only differ in terms proportion
to L12) plus the divergent contribution in Eq.~29! and using
Eq. ~17! yields

@ f p~ t !div#252qM2 sinMt

3F12L11
r ~m!1

1

16p2 S 11 log
m2

4k0
22M2D G

~34!
01601
or
le
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where we have taken thed→4 limit. The above contribution
is finite and scale independent@the explicit dependence with
m is compensated by that inL11

r (m) as explained before#
which is a very important consistency check of our approa
Notice that it is crucial that the divergent contribution in E
~29! has exactly the same time dependence asf̈ (t)/ f (t) in
Eq. ~19!.

Therefore, collecting the various pieces above, we
write the final result forf p

s (t) and f p
t (t) in parametric reso-

nance~to leading order inq and to one loop in ChPT! as

f p
s ~ t !

f p~Ti !
512

q

2
sinMt1

qM2

f p
2 H I ~ t !

32p2
1sinMt

3FL1226L11
r ~m!

2
1

32p2 S 11 log
m2

4k0
22M2D G2DB~ t !J 2

Dunst~ t !

f p
2

~35!

f p
t ~ t !5 f p

s ~ t !~L12→2L12! ~36!

for t.0, with f p(T) in Eq. ~30!, I (t) in Eq. ~26! and

DB~ t !5
1

8p2Ek0

`

dkknB~k!

sinMt2
M

2k
sin 2kt

k22M2/4
~37!

Dunst~ t !5
1

2p2E0

k0
dkk2F iG0~ t,t,k!2

1

2k
@112nB~k!#G .

~38!

Note that the only unstable~exponentially growing! con-
tribution in Eq.~35! is given byDunst(t) in Eq. ~38!. The rest
is bounded in time. Therefore, according to our previo
discussion, we can estimate the back-reaction time
Dunst(tBR). f p

2 . Thus, we have an approximate idea of t
time scale during which our one-loop approach can
trusted. From that time onwards, the back-reaction corr
tions to f (t) coming from the coupling to the pion field
cannot be ignored.

C. Numerical results

Since the result is independent of the scale, we will
m51 GeV and use the numerical values ofL11 and L12
determined phenomenologically in@34# and given in Sec.
II C. We have also takenk05M ~see our previous com
ments!.

There are still three parameters we have to fix correspo
ing to the initial conditions: the initial amplitude of the os
cillations q, the initial frequencyM and the initial tempera-
ture Ti . According to our previous comments,M should be
around the value of thes mass in theO(4) model, although
in the present approach it is not necessary to assume
1-10
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existence of as particle. We have considered three differe
cases:M50.1, 0.6 and 1 GeV. The second value is the o
more often used in the literature and also the closest on
the recent determinations ofms @39#. As for the initial tem-
perature, we have fixed for definitenessTi550 MeV. The
standard approach is to assume an initially supercooled~zero
temperature! state when thes field starts its rolling down
from the top of the potential. In this process the initial p
tential energy is converted into thermal energy of the p
gas~reheating! @14#. Hence, it is reasonable to assume in o
case a nonzero but small initial temperature. Even tho
our model does not have a direct interpretation in terms o
effective potential, it corresponds in the language of
O(4) model to an initial condition where thes has already
reached the bottom of the potential and it is oscillati
around it. Nonetheless we must point out that the res
depend very weakly onTi . The reason is that in the righ
hand side of Eq.~35! the dependence withTi enters through
the integrals~37!,~38! which are dominated by contribution
neark.M and are therefore strongly damped by the Bo
Einstein distributionnB for temperaturesTi!M . We have
checked that taking different values forTi in the range 10–
100 MeV the curves showed below remain almost u
changed. Finally, we have consideredq50.1 andq50.2 to
illustrate the dependence of our results with the initial a
plitude. The initial values we are considering here are sim
to those used in the literature@9,14,26#.

The results forDunst(t)/ f p
2 are plotted in Fig. 4. The val

ues of the estimatedtBR are also given in that figure. On
clearly observes that increasing eitherq or M makes the un-
stable modes grow faster and overcome earlier the tree l
value. In fact, the upper envelope of the long-time osci
tions is proportional to@qM2/(4p f p)2#exp(qMt/2) since,
from Eqs.~A8! and~14!, the dominant exponential contribu
tion to the two point function at long times is exp(2mz), the
maximum of the Floquet exponentm in Eq. ~A9! being m
.q/2 at the center of the unstable band, which has widthq.

The time it takes for the pion correlations to overcome
tree level has been estimated in theO(4) model in this re-

FIG. 4. The solid line isDunst(t)/ f p
2 . The dashed line is the tre

level contribution 12q/2 sinMt. Ti550 MeV for all cases. The
values of the back-reaction time are approximately given by~a!
tBR.300 fm/c, ~b! tBR.28 fm/c, ~c! tBR.11 fm/c and ~d! tBR

.10 fm/c.
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gime and it lies between 5–10 fm/c @9,26#. As explained
before, this is the same time scale as that when dissipa
makes pion production stop. In the four cases we have c
sidered, it is clear that our approach remains valid for
time relevant to pion production. For definiteness, we w
restrict from now on to the choice of parameters~d! in Fig. 4
giving tBR.10 fm/c, which is of the order of the plasm
lifetime. In turn, note that for cases~c! and ~d! we have
qM2/Lx

2.0.07 andqM2/Lx
2.0.05 respectively, so that ou

ChPT approach toO(q) is perfectly valid.
In Fig. 5 we have depicted the total result fo

f p
s (t)/ f p(Ti) in Eq. ~35! for the same cases as in Fig. 4.

this curve, the upper limit in time corresponds roughly to t
onset of the back reaction. Its effect is to make the amplitu
of the oscillations grow, whereas fort,tBR the amplitude
remains approximately constant. As a matter of fact, o
could wonder whether the oscillations of the unstable p
could cancel those of the tree level in Eq.~20! so thatf p(t)
remains roughly constant at long times, which would be
terpreted as a dissipation effect. Clearly, this isnot the case
as it can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5. The oscillations com
from Dunst(t) have indeed the same frequency as the t
level ones but their phase is different as it can be seen in
4. In fact, in that figure one observes that for long times
phase ofDunst is shifted almostp/2 with respect to the tree
level and therefore the contribution with cosMt dominates.4

In other words, the effect of the pion correlations itself is n
enough to make the system equilibrate. This is consis
with the analysis in@27,37# where it is shown that such dis

4Working out the expressions for the unstable band given in A
pendix A it can be seen that there are three different terms pro
tional to the leading long-time exponentials exp(qMt/2) in
G0(t,t,k). The first one is proportional to sinMt and changes sign
to leading order inq, under a reflection with respect to the ban
center. The other two are, respectively, time-independent and
portional to cosMt and they are symmetric under such reflectio
Therefore, by integration ink, the sinMt term is suppressed by a
least one power ofq with respect to the other two. The time
independent term increases the central value of the oscillation
seen in Fig. 4.

FIG. 5. f p
s (t)/ f p(Ti) for the same cases as in Fig. 4.
1-11
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sipation appears only when the back-reaction is s
consistently included, which we have not done, as explai
before. This issue will be confirmed by the analysis in t
next section, where it is shown that the pion number gro
exponentially in time even when the loop corrections
included. If the back-reaction was considered, the pion nu
ber should reach a maximum value and then stop grow
@27#. Our f (t) is an external force whose shape is n
changed during the time evolution, which is consistent o
below tBR . Furthermore, not only the phase of the long-tim
oscillations is different, but, as it can be seen from Fig. 5,
central value also decreases with time~increases in Fig. 4!.
This is due to the constant term proportional to exp(qMt/2)
commented before. We interpret this effect as a reheatin
the system@14#. The fact thatf p decreases with temperatu
gives support to this idea. Also, assuming that when the
tem reaches the back-reaction time scale we can use app
mately the equilibrium expressions then, according to
~30!, an estimate of the final temperature is given by

Tf
2.6„f p

2 2 f p
s ~ t f !

2
… ~39!

where the bar denotes time average:

F̄~ t f !5
1

t f
E

0

t f
dt8F~ t8!. ~40!

For the above estimate ofTf it is not important whether
we choosef p

s or f p
t . Thus, for the parameters in case~d! in

Figs. 4 and 5 we obtain, forMt f.25– 30, Tf.125– 140
MeV which is not far from experimental determinations
the freeze-out temperature@48#. Recall that this value is al
most independent of the initial temperatureTi and it is there-
fore compatible with a supercooled initial state. Althou
our estimate is based on assumptions about the final state
are usingf p and not the pion distribution function. The re
son is thatf p always remains close to its equilibrium valu
according to our previous discussion, unlike the distribut
function which is not thermal, as it will be shown in the ne
section. We remark that the corrections tof p must remain
perturbatively small, consistently with the chiral pow
counting we have discussed in Sec. III and as long as
back reaction effects can be ignored.

Next we will come back to the issue of the pion velocit
To the order we are considering, we have, from Eqs.~35! and
~36!,

f p
s ~ t !

f p
t ~ t !

.112L12

qM2

f p
2

sinMt. ~41!

It is unclear whether one can extrapolate from the anal
in @43# and thus identify the above with the pion veloci
vp . In fact, note thatL12,0 and thenvp.1 whenever
sinMt,0. This is a similar problem as trying to identif
m2(t) with a pion mass which, as we have emphasized
not correct since the chiral symmetry is exactly preser
and the pions remain massless. The problem, as it is
cussed below, is trying to define a time-dependent disper
law, which is meaningless unless additional restrictions
01601
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imposed, such as adiabaticity. However, and following o
previous argument, by the final time where the equilibriu
expressions are meant to be approximately valid, an estim
of the maximum variation ofvp would be given by taking
the time average of the above quantity. Thus we getDvp

max

.0.003 for Mt f530, for the same parameters as befo
Note that this correction is even smaller than what is
pected from ChPT beyond one loop, namelyDvp

.0.14– 0.18 forT5100 MeV @44,45#.

V. THE PION NUMBER

A. The nonequilibrium particle number. Definitions

One should bear in mind that the concept of particle nu
ber out of equilibrium is rather subtle. The nature of t
problem is well illustrated once more in curved space-ti
QFT @30#. The particle number depends on the referen
frame and thus the initial vacuum state may contain partic
during its subsequent time evolution. In other words,
state which is regarded as the vacuum at timet is different
from that att50. However, the particle number can be giv
a physical meaning in some particular cases. For instanc
the metric is conformally Minkowskian~as the RW spatially
flat metric we are considering here! or it is Minkowskian on
the space-time boundary. Another interesting regime is w
the expansion rate is small compared to the typical frequ
cies involved, which is the so-called adiabatic limit. Sim
larly, in nonequilibrium field theory one has to specify th
state with respect to which particles are defined. One po
bility is to choose the initial Fock space, which is simpler
the initial state is the equilibrium one~the analog of the
Minkowski limit!. In that case, one considers the time ev
lution of the initial creation and annihilation operators wi
the time-dependent density matrix@27,37#. Physically, this
corresponds to the number ofinitial particles. In our case
these are massless pions. Since our model preserves the
ral symmetry at all times, pions remain massless fort.0.
Given the difficulties related to the definition of the noneq
librium dispersion law~see comments below!, we will re-
strict here to the number of massless pions. Another po
bility, when dealing with time-dependent mass terms like
one in Eq.~3! is to define the adiabatic number, where t
dispersion law is assumed to be simplyvk

2(t)5k21m2(t).
The particle number is then defined in terms of the creat
and annihilation operators that diagonalize the instantane
Hamiltonian via a Bogoliubov transformation@23#. We re-
mark that the adiabatic limit is consistent for a slowly var
ing m2(t) and in fact it can be defined only for realvk(t). In
our case this approximation would be valid only fork2

.qM2/2. For smallq this would capture anyway the reso
nance band and hence the parametric amplification. H
ever, as we will see below, it is not even clear whether
dispersion law can be assumed to be adiabatic for all tim
Both definitions of particle number coincide att50.

The nature of our approach makes it more suitable
define the particle number in terms of correlation functio
rather than in the canonical formalism. To illustrate the w
we will proceed, let us consider first a free scalar fieldf of
1-12
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PION PRODUCTION IN NONEQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
massm in thermal equilibrium, so thatn(k) is just given by
the Bose-Einstein distribution function~12!. The time-
independent Hamiltonian of the system is

H5E d3xW
1

2
@ḟ21~¹f!21m2f2#. ~42!

The thermal averaged energy of the system per unit
ume is related to the particle numbern(k) simply as

^^H&&
V

5E d3kW

~2p!3
v~k!Fn~k!1

1

2G
wherek[ukW u andv2(k)5k21m2 is the free dispersion law
Thus, from Eq.~42! and the definitions of the two-poin
functions in Sec. II B,

n~k!1
1

2
5

i

2v~k! F d

dt1

d

dt2
G0

.~ t1 ,t2 ,k!u t15t2

1v2~k!G0
.~ t15t2 ,k!G

5
i

2v~k!
@2G̈0

.~0,k!1v2~k!G0
.~0,k!#

whereG0 is the free propagator, the dot denotes time deri
tive and we have used time translation invariance~thermal
equilibrium! so thatG0

.(t1 ,t2 ,k)5G0
.(t12t2 ,k), meaning

that the particle number is time-independent in equilibriu
Note also thatG0

. above actually stands forG0
.11(x,x8)

5^f(x)f(x8)& since we are taking all time arguments in t
C1 branch in Fig. 1. Using@] t

21k21m2#G0
.(t,k)50 ~the

equation of motion! we have

n~k!5 iv~k!G0
.~0,k!2

1

2
5

1

ebv(k)21

where we have used the solution for the free propagato
equilibrium which can be read off from Eq.~10! with h1(t,k)
in Eq. ~9!, i.e.,

iG0
.eq~ t2t8,k!5

1

2k
$@11nB~k!#e2 ik(t2t8)

1nB~k!eik(t2t8)%, ~43!

Our next step will be to extend the above definitions
the nonequilibrium case. Thus, following the same steps,
will define the nonequilibrium particle numbern(k,t)
through

^E~ t !&
V

5NE d3kW

~2p!3
v~k,t !Fn~k,t !1

1

2G ~44!

wherev(k,t) is ~formally! the dispersion law,̂E(t)& is the
total energy of the system andN is the number of particle
flavors. In our caseN53, the number of different pions. In
fact, we should consider a more general definition involv
01601
l-

-

.

in

e

g

a sum over all internal indices but we will see below that
the order we are considering, all our expressions remain
agonal in isospin space. Thus, the pion density for a gi
pion type is

^n~ t !&
V

5E dd21k

~2p!d21
n~k,t ! ~45!

where we have kept the space-time dimensiond in order to
regulate the UV behavior~see below!. Several remarks are in
order here: As explained before, both the particle num
and dispersion law may depend on time. In particular, loo
can introduce corrections to the tree level dispersion la
Furthermore, whenever the time dependence appears thr
the interaction with anexternalsource~as it is the case here!
the energyE(t) is not conserved~it is time dependent! as it
happens in curved space-time when the back-reaction eff
on the metric are ignored. Note thatE(t) is the contribution
to the energy from the pions only and the oscillations off (t)
transfer energy to the pions making the pion numbern(t)
grow with time.

In fact, and following once more the curved space-tim
analogy we have previously discussed, we will calculate
expectation value of the total energy through

^E~ t !&5E d3xWA2g^T0
0~xW ,t !& ~46!

whereTmn is the energy-momentum tensor defined in ter
of the Lagrangian as@35#

Tmn5
2

A2g

d~A2gL!

dgmn
. ~47!

In Appendix B we have reviewed some useful results
garding the calculation of the classical energy-moment
tensor for the case of interest here~spatially flat RW metric!.
We remark that, by construction,Tmn is symmetric and clas-
sically conserved, i.e.,Tm;n

n 50 where ; denotes the covarian
derivative. However, this doesnot imply necessarily that the
energy ~46! is time-independent. The reason is thatPm

5*d3xWA2gTm
0 is not a covariant four-vector@35#. Note also

that in Eq.~46! we are assuming that the expectation value
Tmn has perfect fluid form, which will be the case here~see
below!.

Therefore, we will proceed by computing the energ
momentum tensor to a given order and then calculate
number of particles through Eqs.~44! and ~46!. This means
to deal with expectation values of products of fields at
same space-time point and therefore divergent. We will f
low the approach of point-splitting the fields so that the
sults are written in terms of Green functions. It is importa
to stress that, as it will be seen below, as long as we
dimensional regularization the final expressions for the p
ticle number are automatically finite, without any need f
extra renormalizations of the energy-momentum ten
@30,49,50#.
1-13
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A. GÓMEZ NICOLA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 016011
The simplest example of such point-splitting is provid
by our previous derivation of the equilibrium particle num
ber for a scalar theory, where we have replaced for insta

^^ḟ2~xW ,t !&&5 lim
(xW8,t8)→(xW ,t)

d

dt8

d

dt
iG.~xW2xW8,t2t8!.

~48!

We will proceed in the same way for the nonequilibriu
case. However, as we will see in the next section, someti
we will have to deal with a field structure in the classicalT00

which is not symmetric under field exchange, likeḟf. In
these cases we will symmetrize first the classical expres
and then point-split the fields@30#, i.e.,

^A1~x!A2~x! . . . An~x!&

5
1

n!
lim

xj→x
@^A1~x1!A2~x2! . . . An~xn!&

1^A2~x2!A1~x1! . . . &1•••# ~49!

where thexj are space-time points, theAj is a shorthand
notation to denote either the field or an arbitrary number
its derivatives and the dots denote all possible permutati
Note that we are dealing only with boson fields, which a
symmetric under field exchange at different points. As it w
become clear below, symmetrizing the fields in this w
yields consistent results for the particle number.

Another problem in connection with the point-splitting
theTC-ordering of the fields. For instance, we will find fou
field contributions to the energy-momentum tensor and
need to relate them withTC-ordered four-point Green func
tions, so that we can use Wick’s theorem to write the res
only in terms of two-point functions. We did not have th
problem in our previous derivation of the equilibrium pa
ticle number, since we were only dealing with products
two fields. Thus, we need to specify how the time argume
of the fields are ordered when taking thet j→t limit. We will
use the following prescription@49,50#

First we will symmetrize over all possible ways of orde
ing the classical fields, as it is shown in Eq.~49!.

Next, for a given ordering of the classical fields with a
arbitrary number of field derivatives, we will replace

^]m1

x f~x!]m2

x f~x!f~x! . . . &

5 lim
xj→x

* ]m1

x1 ]m2

x2 . . . ^f~x1!f~x2!f~x3! . . . &

5 lim
xj→x

* ]m1

x1 ]m2

x2 . . . ^Tf~x1!f~x2!f~x3! . . . &

~50!

where limxj→x* means to take thexj→x limit keeping the

time arguments ordered from left to right, i.e.,t1.t2.•••

~all t j are in theC1 branch of the contour in Fig. 1 so that th
01601
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contour orderingTC becomes the ordinary time-orderingT).
Note that the field derivatives, when present, are pulled
of the T-ordering@49,50#.

Note that in the second step we are choosing a partic
way to take the limit. If such limit exists, the answer shou
be the same regardless of the order. In this respect it is
portant to bear in mind that expectation values of products
fields@like G.(x,x8) and its derivatives# have always a well-
defined equal-time limit, unlikeT-ordered products where
one has to be careful with ill-defined expressions such
d(0), d8(0) and so on, when taking time derivatives. F
instance, suppose that we wanted to use the above pres
tion with ^ḟf& to relate it with G(x1 ,x2)
5^Tf(x1)f(x2)&. Then,

^ḟ~ t !f~ t !&5
1

2
^ḟ~ t !f~ t !1f~ t !ḟ~ t !&

5
1

2
lim
t8→t

* ~] t1] t8!G.~ t,t8!

5
1

2
lim
t8→t

* ~] t1] t8!G~ t,t8! ~51!

where for simplicity we have omitted spatial argumen
which do not play any role here, and lim* means taking the
limit so thatt.t8 and then the last step in the above equat
holds. Had we taken the limit keepingt8.t, the answer
would have been the same by continuity ofG.(t,t8) and its
derivatives. In fact, note that this is equivalent to taket and
t8 in C2 in Fig. 1 which gives the same answer forG. as
taking them inC1 in the t8→t limit @33#. Of course, we
could have written the result directly in terms ofG. without
specifying the order of the time arguments and the answe
the same either way. In other words, Wick’s theorem
trivial for two-point functions. However, for four-point func
tions the above continuity arguments apply as well and he
this prescription will allow us to use Wick’s theorem in th
standard way forTC-ordered products@4#.

B. The number of pions in parametric resonance

1. Leading order

Let us start with the lowest order in ChPT. As explain
before, to lowest order it is enough to consider the Lagra
ian in Eq.~15! with the RW metric. Furthermore to leadin
order we only need theO(p̃2) terms in that Lagrangian. Tha
is, the ‘‘free’’ Lagrangian given in Eq.~3! for the p(x,t)
fields. The reason why we can neglectO(p̃4) terms to lead-
ing order when calculatinĝE& can be understood in terms o
Feynman diagrams. What we are doing is starting from d
grams with a given number of vertices of different types a
closing them in all possible ways. For instance, at the t
level there is only one point and hence one vertex. Thus,
contribution from theO(p̃2n) is an-loop closed diagram and
hence according to Weinberg power counting theorem@15# it
contributes asO(p2n) in the chiral power counting.
1-14
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Therefore, using the form~15! for the S2 action in the
parametrization of thep̃a(xW ,t) fields, we have

S2@p̃#5E
C
d4x

1

2
A2ggmn]mp̃a]np̃a1O~p̃4!.

Hence, the energy-momentum tensor~47! to lowest order
reads simply

Tmn
(2,2)5]mp̃a]np̃a2

1

2
gmn]ap̃a]ap̃a

where we have used Eq.~B4! and the superscript (n,m) in
Tmn means a contribution coming from theSn action withm
pion fields. The above result is the standard kinetic term
curved space-time. Using the equations of motion to t
order (gmn]np̃a) ;m50 it is straightforward to check tha
Tmn

(2,2) is covariantly conserved. Besides, from the particu
form of Tmn

(2,2) above it is not difficult to see that its expect
tion value has perfect fluid~diagonal! form, that is, ^Ti j &
50 for iÞ j and ^Ti0&50, just from spatial translation in
variance.

Now, let us consider the above for the RW metric. T
total energy defined in Eq.~46! reads, to this order,

^E(2,2)~ t !&5a2~ t !E d3xW
1

2
^@ ṗ̃a~xW ,t !#21@¹p̃a~xW ,t !#2&

5
1

2E d3xW K @ṗa#21@¹pa#21
ȧ2~ t !

a2~ t !
@pa#2

22
ȧ~ t !

a~ t !
paṗaL ~52!

where in the last line we have written the result for t
pa(xW ,t) fields. The first line above simply states that t
energy is conformally equivalent to the Minkowski~equilib-
rium! result in thep̃ parametrization. Recall that the sp
tially flat RW metric is related to the Minkowski one by
conformal transformation.

Note also that the energy density isnot obtained just by
replacingm2→m2(t) for a free scalar theory, as one cou
have expected from the Lagrangian~3!. That would be
equivalent to work in the adiabatic limit and it would hav
been the answer defining the energy asH(t)5*d3xWH(xW ,t)
with the Hamiltonian densityH5ṗ(]L/]ṗ)2L. However,
these two definitions are not equivalent in the presence of
external forcea(t). In fact it can be checked that adding
the Lagrangian a total derivativeA2gL→A2g(L1A;m

m )
with Am a contravariant vector~the action has to remain
scalar! which is a functional of the field and its derivative
does not change neither the equations of motion nor
energy-momentum tensor defined as Eq.~47!. However,H
may change under such transformation. For instance, con
ering the expression for the actionS2@p# before integrating
by parts to get Eq.~3!, i.e, S2@p#5(1/2)* @]mp]mp

1(ȧ/a)2p222(ȧ/a)ṗp#, one getsH5(1/2)@ṗ21(¹p)2
01601
n
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2(ȧ/a)2p2#. Therefore in that case the ‘‘mass’’ term wou
be proportional to2(ȧ/a)2 rather than to2ä/a. In this case
A05(ȧ/a)p2. As we have said before, none of these expr
sions for the energy density is time-independent.

Nevertheless, there is a way to check the consistenc
the above result which in fact gives us a hint of how
include the back-reaction effects. If we leta(t) @or f (t)# be a
classical field~independent ofxW for simplicity! in the La-
grangian, then, by considering also its equation of motion
can be checked that̂Ė(2,2)(t)&50. Moreover,H(t) coin-
cides with Eq.~52! when the extra term coming fromH
→H1ȧ(]L)(]ȧ) is considered. From this point of view, i
the present approach we are just considering that the fiea
does not receive quantum corrections and its equation
motion is dominated by the kinetic term, which depends o
on gmn but not on the pion fields. That term is nothing b
the counterpart of the Einstein-Hilbert action, yielding t
Einstein equation forgmn when no matter fields are prese
@35#.

At this point let us recall that we are considering only t
leading order inq consistently with our power counting
Therefore we can neglect theȧ2 term in Eq.~52!. Now, let us
apply our point-splitting prescription to the remaining term
in Eq. ~52!. We will write the result in terms ofh1(t) in Eq.
~10!. Let us consider first the term proportional toȧ. Accord-
ing to our previous discussion,

^pa~x!ṗa~x!&53i lim
t8→t

E d3kW

~2p!3

1

2 F d

dt
1

d

dt8
GG0

.~ t,t8,k!

5
3

2E d3kW

~2p!3
@112nB~k!#

d

dt
uh1(t,ku2

5
3i

2
Ġ0~ t ! ~53!

where we have used Eqs.~10! and ~14!. The above result
deserves some comments: first, we realize that if we had
taken the symmetric limit, the answer would have been co
plex in general, whereas it is manifestly real when the t
contributions are added together. This is a consistency ch
of our point-splitting prescription. Second, sinceh1(t,k)
5 i exp(2ikt)/A2k1O(q) ~the leading order is the equilib
rium solution! then ^paṗa&5O(q). In other words, for the
time scales we are considering~below tBR) G0(t)/ f p

2

5O(q). Therefore and sinceȧ5O(q) as well, to leading
order we just have

^E(2,2)~ t !&
V

5
3

2E d3kW

~2p!3
$@112nB~k!#

3@ uḣ1~ t,k!u21k2uh1~ t,k!u2#%1O~q2!.

~54!

Hence, according to Eq.~44!, we find that the number o
massless pions of a given type is given to leading order
1-15
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nLO~k,t !5
1

2k
uḣ1~ t,k!u21k2uh1~ t,k!u2] @112nB~k!#2

1

2
.

~55!

This expression coincides with the one given in@27,24# in
the canonical operator formalism. Note that to this order
answer for the adiabatic number of pions would have b
the same, sincem2(t)5O(q). Note also that our initial con-
ditions ~9! imply that n(k,0)5nB(k) as it should.

So far we have considered the general result in ChPT,
arbitrary f (t). Let us now particularize to the parametr
resonance case in Eq.~20!. First, in order to analyze the UV
behavior of the pion density in Eq.~45!, we need the solution
h1 to the Mathieu equation in the stable band~largek). Us-
ing the approximate solutions to leading order inq ~see Ap-
pendix A! one has

uh1~ t,k!u25
1

2k
H 11

qM2

4

sinMt2
M

2k
sin 2kt

k22M2/4
1O~q2!J

uḣ1~ t,k!u25
k

2
H 12

qM2

4

sinMt2
M

2k
sin 2kt

k22M2/4
1O~q2!J

for k.k0 ~see Sec. III!. Thus, we see that the possible log
rithmic divergence ind→4 @i.e., that coming from the term
which is not proportional tonB(k) in Eq. ~55!# cancels ex-
actly to leading order inq and therefore the total number
finite. This justifies our approach of point-splitting the fiel
as long as we remain within the DR scheme.

The pion number will grow exponentially in time due
the contribution of the unstable band. By the same argum
as those used for the two-point function,n(k,t) will grow in
time typically with exp(qMt/2). In Fig. 6 we have plotted
n(k,t) for the choice of parameters~d! in Fig. 4. We observe
that the pion number grows to order one within the re
nance band and before the back-reaction time. We have
plotted the time average of the pion distribution functi
n(k,t) in Fig. 7, taking Mt f530 ~see our comments in
Sec. IV C!.

FIG. 6. n(k,t) for M5600 MeV,Ti550 MeV, andq50.2.
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We observe the typical peak of parametric resonance
plification atk.300 MeV, which would be seen in the fina
pion spectra@25# although single pion distributions might b
not enough to disentangle from states which are not DC
like and one needs to consider higher order pion correla
functions @9,10#. The width of the resonance band isDk
.qM/250.1M for this case. Note also that the final shape
very different from a thermal Bose-Einstein distributio
function, although both diverge fork→0, which reflects
Bose-Einstein condensation for massless particles.
physical pion number density in momentum space
k2n(k,t), whose time average we have also plotted in Fig
~dashed line!. Note that decreasing the value ofM would
make the Bose-Einstein contributionnB(k) in Eq. ~55! be-
come more important for smallk in Fig. 7 ~solid line! since
Ti /M increases. The resonant behavior aroundk5M /2 does
not change withM, although the final timet f does, as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV. Finally, note the strong decreasing of
pion number for largek in Fig. 7, as expected from ou
previous comments about the UV behavior.

Finally, the pion density~45! as a function of time is
shown in Fig. 8. Our results agree numerically with the p
dictions of theO(4) model in the spinodal regime@23,22#.
As we have previously commented, the particle num

FIG. 7. The solid line is the averaged pion numbern̄(k,t f) for

t f530/M and the dashed line is (k2/M2)n̄(k,t f). Here,
Ti550 MeV, q50.2 andM5600 MeV.

FIG. 8. The pion density forTi550 MeV, q50.2 and
M5600 MeV.
1-16
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grows in time without stop. One may wonder whether t
one-loop NLO effects may change this picture, but this is
the case, as we are going to see in the next section.
origin of this behavior, as emphasized before, is that we h
not taken into account the back-reaction properly@27#. As
long as we remain below the back-reaction time, our res
for the pion number can be trusted.

2. Next to leading order

There are three types of NLO contributions to the pi
number:

~1! The one-loop corrections to the two-point functio
which we have already discussed in Sec. IV A@diagrams~a!
and ~b! in Fig. 3#.

~2! The contribution of theO(p4) Lagrangian~16! to the
energy-momentum tensor. According to our previous disc
sion, only two-field terms contribute to NLO, namely^E(4,2)&
in our notation.

~3! Four-field terms in theO(p2) Lagrangian, i.e.,
^E(2,4)&.

Before proceeding, we should insist that, as commen
before, we are considering the number of massless pi
ignoring possible one-loop modifications of the dispers
law. We must stress that the difficulties associated to
definition of the time-dependent dispersion law are simila
those related to the nonequilibrium particle number. Phy
cally it makes sense to define it asymptotically at long tim
but it is not clear whether one can actually define an inst
taneous dispersion law, unless one follows the adiabatic
proximation. Nonetheless, we believe that such correcti
d
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-
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would not change qualitatively the time evolution of the pi
number. In Sec. IV we have already commented on the
medium dispersion law and its relationship with the pi
decay constantsf p

s,t . Remember that in equilibrium the pio
dispersion law remains unchanged to one-loop in Ch
While a detailed nonequilibrium extension of the results
@43# is out of the scope of this work, qualitatively we expe
a similar one-loop behavior in our case with perhaps
change in the pion velocity of orderu f p

s (t)/ f p
t (t)u as Eq.~41!

shows. That contribution is proportional toL12 and bounded
in time. In any case, if we writev5k1S(k,t) with
S(k,t)5O(q) a bounded function in time, the contributio
to the pion number~44! would ben→n2@S(k,t)/k#nB(k).
This is a bounded correction that does not change the
evant features of pion production we are analyzing here.

Let us then start with the NLO corrections of type
According to our power counting, this correction affects on
the terms inE(2,2). The NLO correction to the pion two-poin
function has been calculated in@28# as explained before. Le
us write it asG.(t,t8,k)5G0

.(t,t8,k)1D(t,t8,k). Then, ac-
cording to our arguments in the previous section, the con
bution of this correction to the pion number is given toO(q)
by

n~k,t !→n~k,t !1
i

2k F d

dt

d

dt8
D~ t,t8,k!u t5t81k2D~ t,t,k!G .

Now, from the results in@28# @Eqs. ~15!–~17! in that
paper5# we obtain:
i @] t] t8D~ t,t8,k!u t5t81k2D~ t,t,k!#

52 i f 1~ t !k2G0
.~ t,t !2

i

2
ḟ 1~ t !@] t1] t8#G0

.~ t,t8!u t5t81@2D2~ t !2 i f 1~ t !#] t] t8G0
.~ t,t8!u t5t8

1E
0

t

duD1~u,k!$@„] tG0
.~ t,u!…22„] tG0

.~u,t !…2#1k2@„G0
.~ t,u!…22„G0

.~u,t !…2#%

1E
0

t

duD2~u!$@„]u] tG0
.~ t,u!…22„]u] tG0

.~u,t !…2#1k2@„]uG0
.~ t,u!…22„]uG0

.~u,t !…2#%. ~56!
s-

ce
Here, the k-dependence of G0
.(t,t8,k) has been

suppressed for simplicity,f 1(t) is the function in Eq.~19!
appearing in theO(p4) Lagrangian and we have use
that ] t@G0

.(t,t8)2G0
,(t,t8)#521. The explicit form of

the functionsD1(t,k) and D2(t) is given in @28#. What
is important for our purposes here is thatD1,25O(q) within
the range of validity of our approximation, i.e., whi

G0(t)/ f p
2 5O(q). In fact,D2(t)5G0(t)/ f 2(t), while the pre-

cise form ofD1 is unimportant here~see below!. Hence, to
O(q) it is enough to replace in Eq.~56! the leading order-
term in q for G0

. , which is nothing but the equilibrium so
lution ~43!.6 This simplifies considerably the above expre
sion. In fact, the dependence withD1(t,k) disappears and
Eq. ~56! reduces to

5There are two misprints in Eq.~16! in @28#. The term 6f̈ ( t̃ )/ f ( t̃ )

multiplying G0( t̃ ) should read 4f̈ ( t̃ )/ f ( t̃ ) and the term22G̈0( t̃ )

should read2G̈0( t̃ ). None of them affects the results here, sin
they are included in theD1(t,k) function in Eq.~56!.

6This holds also in the unstable band without expanding inq in
the leading exponentials expmMt where m5O(q) is the Floquet
characteristic exponent~see Appendix A!.
1-17
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i F d

dt

d

dt8
D~ t,t8,k!u t5t81k2D~ t,t,k!G

52k@112nB~k!#F f 1~ t !1 i
G0~ t !

f p
2 G1O~q2!.

~57!

Therefore, the correction to the pion number from th
part is, neglectingO(q2),

n~k,t !→n~k,t !2
1

2
@112nB~k!#F f 1~ t !1 i

G0~ t !

f p
2 G

~58!

where f 1(t)5212(2L111L12) f̈ (t)/ f p
3 1O(q2).

Note that in our one-loop calculation off p in Sec. IV we
have shown that the combination212L11f̈ / f 2 iG0(t) is fi-
nite. This is the combination appearing in Eqs.~32!,~33! with
f 1(t) and f 2(t) in Eq. ~19!. However we have here
224L11f̈ / f 1 iG0(t), which diverges. The only possible wa
out is then that the remaining NLO corrections~types 2 and
3! combine with this one in such a way that the answer
the pion number is finite.

Let us then consider type 2 corrections, i.e, those com
from the energy-momentum tensor to fourth order in deri
tives. By the same argument as before, only two-field te
contribute to this order. Hence, from the Lagrangian in E
~16! we can concentrate only in theL11 andL12 terms. The
energy-momentum tensor coming from that Lagrangian
calculated in Appendix B. The final expression forTmn

(4,2) is
displayed in Eq.~B7! for arbitrary metric and the contribu
tion to the energy for the RW metric is given in Eq.~B9!.
Note that we could have used the equations of motion
second order to simplify some of the terms in Eq.~B9!,
writing for instancep̈ in terms ofDp andp2 and so on. It is
clear that toO(q) we only need to consider the terms pr
portional tog1 , g5 andg7 in that expression. We have

^] ip
a~xW ,t !] iṗ

a~xW ,t !&

5
3i

2
lim
t8→t

E d3kW

~2p!3
k2F d

dt
1

d

dt8
GG0

.~ t,t8,k!

~59!

and

^ṗa~xW ,t !p̈a~xW ,t !&5
3i

2
lim
t8→t

E d3kW

~2p!3

d

dt

d

dt8
F d

dt
1

d

dt8
G

3G0
.~ t,t8,k! ~60!

where we have retained only the LO propagatorG0
. since the

two terms above are multiplied byg5(t) andg7(t) which are
already O(q). Now, since G0

.(t,t8,k)5G0
.eq(t2t8,k)

1O(q) with G0
.eq(t2t8,k) in Eq. ~43! it is clear that the
01601
r

g
-
s
.

is

o

contributions~59!,~60! are bothO(q) and therefore they do
not contribute to the order we are considering here.

Hence, the only correction of this kind is the one given
the term proportional tog1(t) in Eq. ~B9!. This term is of the
form already analyzed in Sec. V B 1. From our results the
we have that the correction to the particle number fro
^E(4,2)& is then given toO(q) by

n~k,t !→n~k,t !1@112nB~k!#
2g1~ t !

f p
3

~61!

whereg1(t)523(2L111L12) f̈ (t)1O(q2).
Finally, we shall consider the contribution of four field

from the O(p2) Lagrangian in Eq.~15! to the energy mo-
mentum tensor. Expanding toO(p̃4) in that Lagrangian we
find

T00
(2,4)5

f 2~ t !

2 f 4 (
a,b51

3

p̃ap̃b@ ṗ̃aṗ̃b1~¹p̃a!~¹p̃b!#. ~62!

Now we should write the energy~46! to this order for the
pa5p̃af (t)/ f fields, from the above expression. Howeve
according to our power counting, since this contribution
the energy isO(p2) with respect to the tree level, it must b
at leastO(q). This will be confirmed by our subsequen
calculation. Therefore, when changing from thep̃ fields to
the p fields we can simply ignore the terms proportional
ḟ (t). Hence, to this order it is enough to replace simplyp̃ by
p and f (t) by f in Eq. ~62! and therefore

E(2,4)5
1

2 f 2E d3xW H (
a,b51

3

pa~xW ,t !pb~xW ,t !@ṗa~xW ,t !ṗb~xW ,t !

1„¹pa~xW ,t !…„¹pb~xW ,t !…#J . ~63!

We have to calculate now the expectation value of
above quantity. Note that this is the first time where we fi
the problem of theT-ordering discussed in Sec. V A, apa
from the issue of the symmetrization of the classical fiel
We will follow the prescription explained in that section fo
the different field structures appearing in Eq.~63!. Let us
consider first the termŝpapb]apa]apb& with aÞb and
where the Lorenz indexa is fixed, i.e., is not summed over
We have

^pa~x!pb~x!]apa~x!]apb~x!&

5
1

4!
limxj→x* @]a

x3]a
x4^Tpa~x1!pb~x2!

3pa~x3!pb~x4!&1•••#
1-18
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where the dots stand for all the permutations of the f
fields in the expectation value. Now, using Wick’s theore

^Tpa~x1!pb~x2!pa~x3!pb~x4!&

52G0~x1 ,x3!G0~x2 ,x4!@11O~p2/Lx
2!# for aÞb

which is the only order we have to retain according to o
power counting~remember that this contribution to the e
ergy is already NLO and therefore it is enough to keep
LO propagator! and we have taken into account that the lo
est order action in Eq.~3! is diagonal in isospin space, so th
to lowest order theT-product of fields with different indices
factorizes. Note also that the result to this order is indep
dent of thea, b indices as long asaÞb. Collecting the dif-
ferent permutations we find

^pa~x!pb~x!]apa~x!]apb~x!&

52F1

2
~]a

x 1]a
x8!G0

.~x,x8!ux5x8G2

~aÞb!.

It is clear, following the same arguments as before, t

the above quantity isO(q2) since (]a
x 1]a

x8)G0
.(x,x8)

5O(q). Thus, we only need to consider the terms witha
5b in Eq. ~63! to O(q). For a givenp field anda fixed,

^p2~x!@]ap~x!#2&5
1

6
limxj→x* ~]a

x1]a
x21]a

x1]a
x31••• !

3^Tp~x1!p~x2!p~x3!p~x4!&.

Thus, Wick’s theorem gives now

^Tp~x1!p~x2!p~x3!p~x4!&

52@G0~x1 ,x2!G0~x3 ,x4!1G0~x1 ,x3!G0~x2 ,x4!

1G0~x1 ,x4!G0~x2 ,x3!#.

Now, we take the Fourier transform in the spatial comp
nents of the above expression. Our prescription for
lim* xj→x is equivalent to replace all theG0 above byG0

.

~see our comments in Sec. V A!. Thus, taking into accoun
once more that G0

.(t,t8,k)5G0
.eq(t2t8,k)1O(q),

G0
.(t,t,k)5G0(t,t,k) andG0(t)/ f 25O(q), we find for the

combination appearing in Eq.~63!,

^p2~xW ,t !$@ṗ~xW ,t !#21@¹p~xW ,t !#2%&

5 iG0~ t !E dd21kW

~2p!d21
k@112nB~k!#1O~q2!.

~64!

Therefore, from Eq.~63! we find that the contribution o
the corrections of type V B 2 to the particle number is giv
by

n~k,t !→n~k,t !1@112nB~k!#
iG0~ t !

2 f p
2

. ~65!
01601
r
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r
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Finally, collecting the contributions to the pion number
NLO, namely, Eqs.~58!, ~61! and~65! we find an interesting
result: the total NLO correction toO(q) vanishes, i.e.,

nNLO~k,t !5nLO~k,t !1O~q2! ~66!

with nLO(k,t) in Eq. ~55!.
Note the completely different origin of the three NL

contributions and remember that each of them was UV
vergent so that there were only two alternatives: either t
cancel or they appear in the combination~32!,~33!. Thus, the
only NLO correction to the pion number is due to the chan
in the dispersion law. Remember that the result~66! holds
for massless pions. Note that, in turn, we have shown
absence of NLO corrections to the pion number for equil
rium ChPT. This is indeed consistent since we know tha
equilibrium in the chiral limit the pion dispersion law is un
changed to one loop in ChPT. Therefore, the pion distri
tion function has to be the Bose-Einstein one for mass
particles since the system remains in thermal equilibrium

Thus, the numerical results showed in Figs. 6 and 7
main valid to NLO. As commented before, we did not expe
that the NLO corrections make the pion number stop gro
ing since we have not included the back reaction and
energyE(t) to this order is still not conserved. Our resul
are valid below the back reaction time and should acco
for all the relevant pion production.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Chiral perturbation theory can be used to describe n
equilibrium phenomena. In particular, in this work we ha
showed that pion production can be accommodated in C
in the parametric resonance regime. The physical situa
where this analysis is meant to be useful is the late ti
expansion of the plasma formed after a relativistic heavy
collision. Pion production is important in the context of ha
ronization and production of disoriented chiral condensa
during the chiral phase transition.

In the present approach, we have considered the nonli
sigma model in the chiral limit, where the pion decay co
stant is time-dependent. This is a nonequilibrium effect
model with a well-defined perturbative expansion and pow
counting near equilibrium. Besides, using the analogy of t
model with curved space-time QFT, we have been able
construct the fourth order Lagrangian and implement ren
malization in a consistent fashion. The parametric resona
regime corresponds to takef p(t) oscillating around its equi-
librium position. To lowest orderf p(t) corresponds to the
vacuum expectation value of thes field in theO(4) model.
Thus, the pion equation of motion to lowest order in t
amplitude oscillations becomes a Mathieu equation, wh
has resonance bands in momentum space. The pion
relator grows exponentially in time, yielding explosive pio
production. This approximation is consistent until the tim
when the back reaction effects due to the pion correlati
become important. We have estimated this time scale
different choices of the initial values of the amplitude, fr
quency and temperature.
1-19
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The two observables we have analyzed here are the
decay constants and the pion number up to one loop
ChPT. Our main results are the following. Forf p(t) the
nonequilibrium corrections are basically of oscillatory natu
until the back reaction time. However, the central value te
to decrease, which can be interpreted in terms of a rehea
of the system. Besides, a small difference betweenf p

s and f p
t

is induced, unlike the equilibrium case where it vanishes
one loop. Using the equilibrium result, we have estimated
final temperature and the averaged value off p

s 2 f p
t which is

related to the in-medium pion velocity in equilibrium.
As for the particle number, we have first introduced

suitable definition in terms of the energy-momentum ten
and Green functions. We have showed that in dimensio
regularization there is no need for extra renormalizations
we can use a point-splitting prescription consistently. T
number of initial particles at tree level coincides basica
with the result in theO(4) model. At one loop we have
found that all the relevant contributions cancel, to lead
order in the oscillations amplitude. This result holds also
equilibrium, which is a particular case of this analysis. Th
our prediction for the particle number is just the tree le
result, which gives pion exponential growth in time. W
have given numerical results both for the pion distributi
function n(k,t) and for the pion densitŷn(t)&/V. The final
distribution function which would be observed has the ty
cal peak of parametric resonance at the center of the uns
band (k.M /2).

The reason whyf p(t) and ^n(t)&/V are not damped is
because we have not taken into account the back-reac
effects which would change the original ansatz for the p
decay constant. When taken into account, those eff
should make the particle number stop growing and give
ergy conservation. Nevertheless, our approach is perfe
valid until the time where these dissipation effects are
portant and therefore we believe we capture the esse
behavior concerning explosive pion production.

We must stress than, apart from being a physically in
esting case, the example analyzed here has allowed u
show explicitly the renormalization of our model to on
loop, which is not trivial because of the presence of n
nonequilibrium infinities. In fact, we believe that our met
ods could be useful for other nonequilibrium field theoreti
models.

There are many directions in which this work can be e
tended. Perhaps the most important would be to be abl
include the above mentioned back-reaction effects, in or
to understand dissipation properly. Other extensions incl
to consider nonzero physical pion masses and other rele
observables such as the correlation length or higher pion
relators, which are important to clarify the issue of DC
formation and to obtain predictions testable in RHIC. In a
dition, photon production can be studied by gauging
NLSM, including the Wess-Zumino-Witten term, respo
sible for the anomalous decayp0→gg. Work along these
lines is in progress.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTIONS OF THE MATHIEU
EQUATION

Here we will summarize the main results used in the t
concerning the solutions of Mathieu differential equatio
All these results can be found in@51,52#.

According to Floquet’s theorem, there is always a so
tion of the Mathieu equation~21! of the form

Fn~z!5einzP~z! ~A1!

where P(z) is a periodic function with periodp and n is
called the characteristic exponent, which depends ona andq
and it plays a crucial role in our analysis, since it gives rise
exponentially growing solutions whenever it takes comp
values.

The values ofa such thatFn(z) is periodic inz are called
the eigenvalues of the Mathieu equation. They correspon
integer values ofn. They are denoted asar(q) if n is a
positive integerr, andbr(q) if n52r . It can be shown@51#
that for a.0 one hasar.br , n is complex in the bands
br,a,ar and real elsewhere. Moreover, for smallq, one
hasbr2ar5O(qr). Therefore, in the narrow resonance r
gime we are considering here, we will taken complex for
b1,a,a1 and n real for 0,a<b1 and a>a1. The series
expansion inq of the eigenvalues is given by

a1511q1O~q2!; b1512q1O~q2!. ~A2!

If aÞar ,br thenFn(2z) is a solution linearly independen
of Fn(z). This is no longer true ifn is an integer, although an
independent solution can also be constructed in that c
@52#. For n2Þr 2, it is customary to take as independent s
lutions:

cen~z!5
1

2
@Fn~z!1Fn~2z!#

sen~z!5
1

2i
@Fn~z!2Fn~2z!#. ~A3!

For n5r , cer(z) are called the eigenfunctions of th
Mathieu equation and so on forn52r andser(z). They are
2p-periodic and theirq-expansion forn251 is given by@52#

ce1~z!5cosz2
q

8
cos~3z!; se1~z!5sinz2

q

8
sin~3z!.

~A4!

Therefore, the solutionh1(z,k) of Eq. ~21! is given as a
linear combination ofcen andsen :

h1~z,k!5A~k!cen~z,k!1B~k!sen~z,k! ~A5!

where the coefficientsA(k) andB(k) are such that the initia
conditions~11! are satisfied, i.e.,
1-20
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A~k!cen~2p/4,k!1B~k!sen~2p/4,k!5
i

A2k

A~k!ċen~2p/4,k!1B~k!ṡen~2p/4,k!5
A2k

M

where the dot meansd/dz. Remember thatcen andsen de-
pend onk througha(k).

Even though the solutions to the Mathieu different
equation are numerically tabulated, we need their exp
form when dealing with renormalization. Such a expli
form of the solutions can be found for smallq. Let us con-
sider first the case whenn2Þr 2 andreal, i.e., the stable zone
Then, using theq-expansions given in@51,52#, one hasn
5Aa1O(q2) and the solutions are given by

cen~z!5cos~Aaz!1q̃@cos~Aaz!cos 2z

1Aa sin~Aaz!sin 2z#1O~q2!

sen~z!5sin~Aaz!1q̃@sin~Aaz!cos 2z

2Aa cos~Aaz!sin 2z#1O~q2! ~A6!

where

q̃5
a21

2~a21!22q2
q. ~A7!

If a is far enough from the border points of the first ba
~placed ata.16q) we can simply takeq̃.q/@2(a21)# in
Eq. ~A6!. The value ofa from which this simplification is
valid can be estimated numerically, for a givenq, by com-
paring to the numerical~tabulated! solutions and imposing
that the difference with the approximate solution~A6! re-
mainsO(q2).

Now, consider the unstable band, i.e.,b1,a,a1. In this
case, the solution~A1! reads, to leading order inq @51#,

Fm~z!5emz@C1ce1~z!1S1se1~z!# ~A8!

where ce1(z) and se1(z) are given asymptotically in Eq
~A4! and thereal characteristic exponentm and theC1 , S1
coefficients are given by

m5
1

2
A~a12a!~a2b1!

C15Aa2b11m2

S15Aa12a2m2. ~A9!

Note thatm5O(q) and it reaches its maximum value
the band center. The dominant behavior at long times
therefore given by the positive exponentials when Eq.~A8!
is replaced in Eqs.~A3! and ~A5!.
01601
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APPENDIX B: RESULTS IN CURVED SPACE-TIME

1. General results

We will collect here some of the results concerni
curved space-time needed for our purposes. In this sec
we will consider an arbitrary metricgmn and in the next one
we will particularize for the spatially flat RW metric. Most o
the definitions used here can be found in any textbook on
subject ~we are following the notation and conventions
@35#!.

The covariant derivative of a contravariant vectorVm(x)
satisfies

A2gV;m
m 5]m~A2gVm!⇒E d4xA2gV;m

m 50 ~B1!

which is the generalized Gauss theorem andVm(x) is as-
sumed to vanish at the space-time boundary.

The Ricci tensor and scalar of curvature are defined
spectively asRmn5Rmln

l and R5gmnRmn where the Rie-
mann tensor is

Rbgd
a 5]dGbg

a 2]gGbd
a 1Gdl

a Gbg
l 2Ggl

a Gbd
l ~B2!

and the Christoffel symbols are given in terms of the me
as

Gmn
l 5

1

2
gla@]mgna1]ngma2]agmn#. ~B3!

The classical energy-momentum tensor of the theoryTmn(x)
is defined by performing a general coordinate transforma
~infinitesimal! gmn(x)→gmn(x)1dgmn(x), under which the
action S5*A2gL changes asS→S1dS where by defini-
tion

dS5
1

2E A2gTmndgmn.

The energy-momentum tensor thus defined is symme
and conserved (Tm;n

n 50) as long as the action is a Loren
scalar. Under the above transformation the variation of
metric determinant is given by

dA2g52
1

2
A2ggmndgmn ~B4!

whereas the variation of the Ricci tensor yields@35#

dRmn5
1

2
grl@~dgrl! ;m;n2~dgrm! ;n;l

1~dgmn! ;r;l2~dgrn! ;m;l# ~B5!

which is known as the Palatini identity.
In the text we need the energy-momentum tensor defi

in Eq. ~47!, to fourth order, i.e., when the Lagrangian
given by Eq.~16!. Since we are interested only in two-poin
functions, we can ignore the contribution ofL4(U,g) and
concentrate only in theL11 andL12 pieces. Therefore, using
Eq. ~B4!,
1-21
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Tmn
(4,2)~x!52gmn~x!L (4,2)~x!12

dL (4,2)~x!

dgmn~x!
~B6!

with

L (4,2)~x!52@L11R~x!gmn~x!1L12R
mn~x!#Fmn~x!

Fmn5tr@]mU†~x!]nU~x!#

5
2

f 2
]mp̃a~x!]np̃a~x!1O~p̃4!

in the parametrization of thep̃(x) fields.
To calculate the variation of the Lagrangian in Eq.~B6!

we use Eq.~B5! and integrate by parts taking into accou
Eq. ~B1! as well as the properties of the covariant derivati
We find after a straightforward but lengthy calculation:

Tmn
(4,2)52L11@~2Rmn2gmnR!gabFab12RFmn

22gmngabFab;d
;d1gab~Fab;m;n1Fab;n;m!#

2L12@2~Rm
aFna1Rn

aFma!2gmnRabFab

2gmnFab
;b;aFmn;d

;d1Fn
b

;m;b1Fm
b

;n;b#. ~B7!

The above energy-momentum tensor is symmetric, si
gmn , Rmn andFmn are symmetric. Note that the symmetry
Fmn is a consequence ofU being unitary so that

tr@]nU†]mU#5tr@U]nU†]mUU†#5tr@]mU†]nU#.

On the other hand, in Minkowski space-time, whereRmn

50 and the covariant derivatives are ordinary partial deri
tives, we recover the result given in@34#. Finally, we have
verified explicitly thatT(4,2)

m;n
n 50, using the equations o

motion for L (4,2), which toO(p̃2) read

$@L11Rgmn1L12R
mn#]np̃% ;m50. ~B8!

2. Results for the RW conformal metric

As explained in the text, the space-time metric we
interested in is the RW spatially flat metric in conform
time, where the scale factor isa(t)5 f (t)/ f . The line element
is ds25a2(t)@dt22dxW2# so that the elements of the metr
are

g00~ t !5a2~ t !, gi j ~ t !52d i j a
2~ t !, gi050

and the metric determinant isg[detg52a8(t). The nonva-
nishing Christoffel symbols for this metric are

G00
0 ~ t !5

ȧ~ t !

a~ t !
, G0i

k 5
ȧ~ t !

a~ t !
d i

k , G i j
0 5

ȧ~ t !

a~ t !
d i j ,

and the nonvanishing elements of the Ricci tensor are g
by
01601
.

e

-

e

n

R00~ t !53F ä~ t !

a~ t !
2

ȧ2~ t !

a2~ t !
G , Ri j 52F ä~ t !

a~ t !
1

ȧ2~ t !

a2~ t !
Gd i j

so that the scalar of curvature is

R~ t !56
ä~ t !

a3~ t !
.

With the above ingredients we can calculate the ener
momentum tensor in Eq.~B7! for this metric. It is easy to
check that̂ Tmn

(4,2)& is diagonal for the RW metric above, i.e
^Ti0

(4,2)&50 and^Ti j
(4,2)&50 if iÞ j , as it happens also with th

lowest order^Tmn
(2,2)& ~see Sec. V B 1!. Therefore, we only

needT00 to calculate the total energy defined in Eq.~46! to
this order. We give the result here in terms of thep fields
and thef (t) function, retaining only two-field terms:

E(4,2)~ t !5E d3xWa2~ t !T00
(4,2)

5
4

f 3~ t !
E d3xW$g1~ t !@ṗa#21g2~ t !@¹pa#21g3~ t !

3@pa#21g4~ t !paṗa1g5~ t !~¹pa!•~¹ṗa!

1g6~ t !pap̈a1g7~ t !ṗap̈a% ~B9!

where we have integrated by parts neglecting total spa
derivatives, the space-time dependence of the fields has
suppressed for simplicity and

g1~ t !523~2L111L12! f̈ ~ t !23~5L111L12!
ḟ ~ t !2

f ~ t !

g2~ t !5~9L1112L12!
ḟ ~ t !2

f ~ t !

g3~ t !523~5L111L12!
ḟ ~ t !4

f 3~ t !

g4~ t !53
ḟ ~ t !

f ~ t !
F ~2L111L12! f̈ ~ t !12~5L111L12!

ḟ ~ t !2

f ~ t !
G

g5~ t !52~6L111L12! ḟ ~ t !

g6~ t !523~2L111L12!
ḟ ~ t !2

f ~ t !

g7~ t !53~2L111L12! ḟ ~ t !. ~B10!
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